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WAR OF 1857 IN DEHLI 

(1th May 1857) 

In the preceding chapter half a century of Mughul twilight has been 
\Howed under the searchlight of the Records wherein the reader has scen by 
mpses the cold war between Akbar II and after him Bahadur Shah I on the 
e side and the British Authorities on the other. This cold war was transformed 
0 hot war shortly after the arrival of the Mirath mutineers in Dehli on | Ith 
ay 1857. But this transformation took place on account of the circumstances 
er which Bahadur Shah had no control. And since after the four months of war 
ay-September 1857) he stated in his defence! before the military commission 
tribunal which tried him that he had no intimation on the subject of the Mutiny 
vious to the day of the outbreak, that the mutineers had made him a prisoner 
| that he was coerced to do whatever they required —it has been contended 
t Bahadur Shah played no independent role in the war of 1857." But the 
ence of a prisoner under trial is almost always prepared with the object of 
eating the prosecution, and the defence of Bahadur Shah was no exception. He 
3a prisoner and a victim of defeatist mentality who did not assert his rights of 
jure sovereignty and the vassalage of the East India Company before the 
itary tribunal. His life had been guaranteed conditionally by General Wilson: 

i whatever might be the truth about it, Bahadur-Shah was treated by the 
yiitary tribunal as the arch-culprit, and his mental distress during the 42-day- 
hoi trial? (January 27—March 9, 1858) was like that of a criminal awaiting his 
“\viction. Consequently he was anxious to dissociate himself from the 
tiineers; he disowned all their doings. In fact Bahadur Shah’s fears of the 
Tuineers on the one hand and of the British on the other neutralize themselves: 
ih) it would be unscientific to draw conclusions from his defence. Yet almost all 

ish writers have made the written defence put in by Bahadur Shah the basis 
oi heir studies on the subject; and a modern historian drawing upon Malleson 
‘#}, “There can hardly be any doubt that when after a great delay and wavering 
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probable that the old man left to himself would have shrunk from the position’ 4% 

But such an observation betrays complete ignorance of the 50-year-long cold wa 

that had preceded the uprising of 1857. It is true that in the course of his letter’ toy 

George IV of England, Akbar II had promised not to have recourse to arms" for | 

the redress of his grievances; but now the times had changed. Bahadur Shah had 

become more conscious of British tyranny and considered himself a prisoner off] 

Mutiny.” Mukand Lal the Emperor’s private secretary and Hakim Ahsanullahi 

Khan, his physician, explained the situation in the course of their evidence before) 

the military tribunal during Bahadur Shah’s trial. Says Mukand Lal, The King off | 

Dehli has for some two years been disaffected against the (British) Governmen { 

and was disposed not to respect his obligations to the English. The particulars a 

as follows:——When Mirza Haidar Shikoh and Mirza Murad, sons of Mirza Khan 

Bakhsh son of Mirza Sulaiman Shikoh came here from Lakhnao they in concer 

with Hasan Askari arranged and suggested to the King that he should have 

letter prepared and despatched to the King of Persia. This letter they suggested) | 

should represent that the English had made the King a prisoner and had put a stop 

to all those marks of respect to which as King he was entitled and had suspende 

the appointment of any heir-apparent. It was further to represent that his wishe 

in reference to the appointment of any particular son as heir-apparent were nd} 

attended to. Under these circumstances the letter was to request that such am, 

understanding might be established that mutual interchanges of visits and letter 

might be the result. Sidi Qambar who was one of the King’s special arme( 

retainers, was presented with Rs. 100 through Mahbub Alli Khan for the expense 

of his journey and was despatched in the direction of Persia with a letter that ha 

been prepared in the King’s private secretariat. After this Mirza Haidar and 

brother returned to Lakhnao, and having despatched his brother Mirza Najaf, 

distant relation of the King, with Mirza Bulaqi son of Mirza Musharrafu’ ddin son 

of Mirza Agha Jan to Persia reported the same to the King in writing. It is no 

about three years since some infantry soldiers stationed at Dehli became 

disciples of the King through Mirza Ali whose duty it was to receive and presef 

all petitions and through Hamid Khan Jamadar; and on that occasion the Kitl 

gave each of them a document detailing the names and order of those who had 

preceded him in the direct line, disciples to each other, himself included togetht 

with a napkin dyed pink as an emblem of his blessing. The Agent of th 

Lieutenant-Governor hearing of this occurrence enquired regarding it and for th 

future prohibited the King’s making any more the men of the army his disciples 

It may be said that from that day a sort of understanding was established betweél 

the army and the King. Some 20 days before the commencement of the Tall 

Majumdar, R.C.—S.M.R., p. 118. 
Vide p. 128, supra. 
Vide p. 128, supra. 
Vide Appendix C. 
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bebellion intelligence was received here that the troops at Mirath were about 

reaking out in open mutiny but it had not been heard that they were to come 

- When the troopers arrived they first came under the Palace windows and 

told the King that they had come to him after killing all the bnglish at Mirath and 

\hat they would slay immediately those that were here, and they further saul that 

they would for the future consider the Prisoner their King until that flow there 
was not one Englishman left in all India—all had been slain. Jhiev further said 

hat the whole army would obey the Kings orders. The King said that thes liad a 

Visposition to come, they prepare themselves for all the consequences and if wer 

o prepared they were at liberty to come and take the management of matters 

ato their hands. While these disturbances were going on these traitors got into 

ye city; the special armed retainers joined them and Qadir Dad Khan a resident 

f Kabul slew the Resident Mr. Fraser while some of the infantry soldiers with 

thers of the King’s retainers went to the apartments of the Commandant of the 

alace Guards and slew him there. After that the English were killed all about the 

ity wherever they were met with. The same day proclamation was made by beat 

f drum throughout the city that God was the Ruler of the World and Bahadur 

hah was Sovereign of the country and had the supreme authority’" 

Like Mukand Lal, Hakim Ahsanullah Khan also emphasized that in order 
‘vent his anger against the British Bahadur Shah was prepared to go to 
<tremes. He was prepared even to change his religion and adopt the Shia cult if 
pleased the Shah of Iran to help him against the British. Says Hakim 

hsanullah, ‘Since the time when during the administration of Lord 
llenborough the nazr which used to be presented to the King of Dehli on the 
ut of the Governor-General was discontinued the King was always very much 
tgrieved. At first he wrote on the matter to England and he always afterwards 
sed to complain against the order and to express his dissatisfaction thereat. 
ibsequently the king was very much grieved in consequence of the Government 
it having acceded to his wish that his youngest son Mirza Jawan Bakht might 
(> recognized as heir-apparent. Sometime afterwards the King sent Mirza Haidar, 
\'s nephew, to the King of Persia. I enquired from Mirza Ali Bakht who was a 

at friend of Mirza Najaf, whether the latter had carried any letter from the 
ng of Dehli to the Sultan of Persia. He replied in the affirmative and described 
contents to be to the effect that the King of Dehli had adopted the Shia creed 

d the King of Persia should help him. Moreover in that letter the King of Dehli 
scribed his miserable and helpless condition . . . Then Sidi Qambar was sent by 
King to Mirza Najaf to obtain a reply to his previous communications....From 
conversation of the King it appears that when war’ was going on in Bushire 

Pr. Tr. B. S., pp. 101-102. 
Three years after the arrival of Lord Canning in India (1856) broke out the Anglo-Persian 
War. Says Sewell, ‘That nation had for years been in the habit of treating the representatives 
of England with growing contempt. In 1855 this conduct had become so marked that the 
British Commissioner at Teheran was compelled to leave the city. And at the commencement 
of the year 1856 the Persian Government had committed a wanton outrage by the seizure of 
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he had strong hopes of receiving aid from Persia in the shape of money and 

troops, and during that period he used constantly to make enquiries regarding the 

events which were occurring in that quarter. During the period of war with Persia 

some of the princes used to observe that if the Emperor of Russia were to aid the 

Persians the English would be defeated and the Persians would become masters 

of India; and the King himself agreed to this opinion’.'° Furthermore Hakim 

Ahsanullah Khan hinted that Bahadur Shah was not unware of the large-scale 

preparations that the sepoys had made for the Mutiny. He said, ‘I believe 

information must have reached the King of the mutiny of some of the native 

regiments after the annexation of the Panjab and I doubt not that the King learnt 

the fact with satisfaction. ‘On-hearing of the regiments refusing to handle the new 

cartridges near Calcutta when the excitement spread extensively over the entire 

length and breadth of the country Bahadur Shah remarked that he would in that 

case be placed in better circumstances inasmuch as a new dominant power would 

treat him with greater respect and consideration. Dissatisfied with the British 

Government, Bahadur Shah made anxious enquiries about the native army 

whenever any war took place but he took pleasure in hearing of the British 

defeats and reverses. And when it was known that the discussion about the 

cartridges was spreading, it was remarked that whereas the matter touched the 

religion of the people the excitement would spread extensively over the entire 

length and breadth of the country and the native army would desert the British 

Government and thus their rule would be put to an end. The King remarked that 

he would in that case be placed in better circumstances inasmuch as a new 

dominant Power would treat him with greater respect and consideration. In short 

Bahadur Shah believed that his own prosperity would go hand in hand with the 

ruin of the British Power '! Hakim Ahsanullah Khan also hinted that Bahadur 

Shah was hostile to the English not only on his own account but also on account 

of the people of India since he believed that the British Government wanted to 

change the religion of the people. ‘The sepoys were aiming at expelling the 

English and at becoming masters of the country; and before the outbreak at 

Mirath they had organized a conspiracy all over the country. The 38th Native 

Herat from the Afghan, Esa Khan. Accordingly Lord Canning declared war on November Ist. 

Early in December the troops landed 12 miles south of Bushire in the Persian Gulf, and an 

action ensued between the British and the enemy who had marched down to prevent a landing. 

The British army marched on Bushire, and fleet also advanced thither and commenced 

bombarding the town. A breach was easily effected and the town surrendered. In January 1857 

a treaty of friendly alliance was signed between Amir Dost Muhammad of Kabul and the 

British Government; and thus strengthened, the British were able to inflict a defeat on the 

aggressive Persian troops in the battle of the Khooshab (7th February, 1857). In April 1857 the 

British captured Mahamreh which was followed by a Treaty of Peace guaranteeing that 

Persian tioops should be for ever wthdrawn from Herat and Afghanistan and that the English 

Commissioner should be treated with all distinction at Teheran’. 

Sewell, R—Analytical History of India, pp. 263-264. 

Pr. Tr B. S..—pp. 161-163. 

Pr. Tr. B.S., pp. 163-164. 
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Infantry otherwise known as Volunteer Regiment of Dehli said that before the 
breaking out of the mutiny they had leagued with the troops at Mirath and that 
the latter had corresponded with the troops in all other places so that from every 

) cantonment troops would arrive at Dehli’? 
i Then Hakim Ahsanullah Khan described the events of | ]th May saving, 
| ‘On the morning of 16th Ramazan | 1th May at about 7 0° clock AM. a Hindu 
) sepoy of the 38th Regiment of Native Infantry came up to the door of the Diwan- 
i Khass in the Palace and said to some of the door-keepers that happened to be on 
|the spot that the native army at Mirath had mutinied against the State and were 
now on the point of entering Dehli; that he and the rest of them would no longer 
serve the Company but would fight for their faith. My house is in the Palace and 
close by the Diwan-i Khass; and | was immediately informed by one of the 
Musalman door-keepers of what the 38th sepoy had said. | had hardly received 
this information when the King of Dehli sent for me. | went to him immediately 
and the King said, “Look, the cavalry are coming by the road of the Zer-jharoka 
(ground immediately under the lattices of the Palace). | looked and saw about 15 
yr 20 of the Company’s Regular Cavalry, then about 150 yards distant. They 
were dressed most of them in uniform but a few had Hindustani clothes on. | 
mmediately suggested to the King to have the gate fastened by which entrance to 
he Palace from the Zer-jharoka is obtained: and this had scarcely been done 
vhen 5 or 6 sawars came up to the closed gate which leads directly under the 
Musamman Burj Palace where the King has his own private residence in close 
‘ontiguity with the apartments of the queens and other secluded females of the 
stablishment. The sawars commenced calling out, ‘Dohai, Badshah! (Help, O 
sing!) we pray for assistance in our fight for the faith.” The King hearing this 
qade no response, nor did he even show himself to the men beneath: but told 
jhulam Abbas who was also present to go to Captain Douglas commandant of 
qe Palace Guards and apprise him of the arrival of the sawars and request him to 
o whatever might be necessary in the case. The King then returned to his inner 
partments and I went to the Diwan-i Khass and almost immediately Ghulam 
\bbas returned accompanied by Captain Douglas. The latter instantly went to the 
Icony overlooking the Zer-jharoka where the cavalry still remained and said to 
em, “Go away from this place: this is the King’s Palace; your presence here is 
annoyance to the King’. On this the cavalry went off in the direction of the 

ik ajghat Gate which gives an entrance to the city immediately to the south of the 
"place. The King on hearing that Captain Douglas had come went out and met 
'}}m in the open space between his private residence and the Diwan-i Khass when 

ptain Douglas said to him, ‘Don’t be alarmed, the disturbance shall be put 
wn at once. I will have the men apprehended’. He was going off apparently for 
is purpose and requested that the gate under the Musamman Burj which | had 
sed might be opened to enable him to go and speak to the cavalry for the 
tpose of reasoning with them. The King said: ‘You have neither pistols, nor 

Op. cit., p. 165. 
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guns, nor soldiery with you; your going among these men would be indiscreet’. 

So Captain Douglas went off to his own apartment. Shortly after Pran Jamadar, a 

servant of Captain Douglas, came and said that Captain Douglas wished that | 

and Ghulam Abbas would go to him. We accordingly went and Captain Douglas 

said to us, ‘I have sprained my foot. There was another gentleman with him 

whom I did not recognize; he was lying down on a couch had a sabre wound on 

his right arm. Captain Douglas said, ‘Send two palanquins with bearers 

immediately that the English ladies here may be taken to the Queen and placed 

under her protection’. And just at this time Mr. Simon Fraser, the Commissioner, 

came into the room and said, “Get from the King two guns with artillery and 

place them at the gateway underneath us.” On this Mr. Fraser came down from 

Captain Douglas’ apartment above the gateway accompanied by myself and 

Ghulam Abbas. I and Ghulam Abbas went straight to the King to deliver the 

above message. With the King’s permission we immediately sent the palanquins 

for the ladies and also gave instructions about the guns; but shortly after this, 

information reached us that the Cavalry had entered the Palace enclosure by the 

Lahore gate where Mr. Fraser wished the guns placed and over which Captain 

Douglas had his residence: it was also told us that they had killed Mr. Fraser and 

had gone up to Captain Douglas to kill hint. This was instantly confirmed by the 

return of the palki bearers who told us that, they had witnessed Mr. Fraser’s 

murder, that his body was in the gateway and that the troopers had ascended the 

upper building for the purpose of murdering those who were there. The King on 

hearing this gave orders for all the gates of the Palace to be closed; but answer 

was given that the Infantry, viz. some of the 38th Native Infantry who were on 

guard at the Palace would not allow of such being done. After the lapse of some 

time the cavalry to the number of about 50 rode up to the Diwan-i Khass, 

dismounted and picketed their horses in the adjoining garden. The infantry—I am 

not sure of what regiments, but I think of all the three Dehli regiments—also 

came into the Palace enclosures and laid down their beddings in any of the Palace 

buildings that they could lay their hands on. The infantry from Mirath did not 

reach Dehli till about 2 p.m. of that day; they did not reach Dehli in a body but 

came straggling in; and as they arrived they joined the infantry of the Dehli 

regiments in spreading their beddings over all parts of the Palace enclosures. 

There was no regular Court that day; but the King came out some 3 or 4 times to 

the Diwan-i Khass where the mutineers were lying about all over the palace: and 

the rebel troopers came flocking into the Palace the whole day and even after the 

night had set in. The 54th came in the evening and went off at once to occupy the 

Salimgarh Fort where they, on the next clay, fixed guns which they had brought 

out of the magazine for the purpose of checking any advance of the European 

troops from Mirath. For three days constant alarms, and specially at nights, wert 

given that the Europeans were coming when the bugles sounded and mutineers 

got under arms’.!? Hakim Ahsanullah Khan continued, ‘The King was surprised 

13 Pr. Tr. B.S, p. 94. 
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to see that the troops had come to him. | also wondered at the circumstance 
because nothing had happened immediately betore their arrival which might have 
led us to expect them though when the discussion about the cartridges first 
became known it was believed that it would cause some mischief. On the same 
day (11th May on which the troops arrived) I represented to the King that nothing 
good could be expected from them. And I addressed a letter to the | icutenant- 
Governor of Agra on the part of the King informing him of the arrival of the 
troops and representing the King’s inability to take any measures against them 
and begging for help in the shape of European troops’.!” 

The evidence of Hakim Ahsanullah Khan being incomplete in many 
parts it is hereby completed by that of Ghulam Abbas the royal vakil who said, 
‘Before 10 o'clock Captain Douglas and all other European officers were killed 
Immediately after this two companies of infantry which were on guard at the 
Palace gates followed by the rebel cavalry that had come trom Mirath marched 
into the courtyard of the Diwan-i Khass and commenced firing their muskets, 
carbines and pistols in the air, at the same time making a great noise. The King 
hearing the noise came out; and standing at the door of the Diwan-i Khass told 
his immediate attendants to direct the troops to discontinue the noise they were 
making and to call the Indian officers forward that they might explain the object 
of such proceedings. On this, the noise was quelled and the officers of the cavalry 
came forward, mounted as they were and explained that they had been required 
to bite the cartridges the use of which deprives the Hindu and Musalmans of their 
religion as the cartridges were greased with beef and pork fat, that they killed the 
Europeans at Mirath and had come to claim his protection. The King replied, ‘I 
did not call for you; you have acted very wickedly. However the troopers in large 
numbers came into the Diwan-i Khass and said, ‘Unless you, the King, join us 

Idem, p. 164. 
Pr. Tr. B. S., p. 28. 
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was told a reply would be sent afterwards’. Zakaullah reproduces the Lieutenant- 

Governor’s reaction to the said letter saying, ‘On hearing the contents the 

Lieutenant-Governor remarked: “Himself he (Bahadur Shah) has become 

Badshah, and now he writes this to us”.!° It follows that the Lieutenant-Governor 

treated the letter in question as an ultimatum, else he would have immediately 

sent a grateful reply. Far from it, in the words of the author of the Qaisaru-t 

Tawarikh ‘he sent the same letter of Bahadur Shah to the Ruling Chiefs of 

Rajasthan’.'7 It should also be noted that the above letter had been sent to Agra 

by Hakim Ahsanullah Khan in the afternoon of 11th May and it was in the 

following night that Bahadur Shah accepted the mutineers’ request. 

In the course of his account of 11th May Zaheer Dehlawi!® writes, 

‘When crossing the Jumna the mutinous troops came to the Fort and stood 

underneath the Jharoka; the Emperor ordered Hakim Ahsanullah to enquire of 

them the particulars. ‘We have decided’, said they, ‘that all of us should act 

unitedly on one specified day and time to raise the standard of rebellion. Your 

Majesty should place your hand on our heads and do justice.’ ‘Listen brethren!” 

replied Bahadur Shah, ‘Who calls me “king”? Lam a retired fakir. Why have you 

come here? I have neither a treasure nor an army. I can do only one thing for you. 

I can mediate between you and the English, the Resident is coming to see me. Let 

me hear from him the fact of the matter.” . 

Of all the above witnesses Mukand Lal and Hakim Ahsanullah Khan 

were the most important; and; both gave a clear account in unequivocal terms of 

Bahadur Shah’s hostility to the English and of his desperate efforts to secure 

allies in his war with the Company. Bahadur Shah was not an enemy of 

individual Englishmen and did his utmost to save Douglas and Fraser and other 

unarmed Europeans — men as well as women; but he was at war with the East 

India Company. His psychology of war and his ways and methods of war 

differed completely from those of the mutineers as is evident from his letters still 

extant.” He was not a simpleton as the British Government or some of the 

mutineers blinded by their mad fury and lust for indiscriminate bloodshed appear 

to have supposed.”” He was the owner of a newspaper’ and was in touch with 

the leading newspapers of Dehli and had diaries” written at the Court giving all 

kinds of events local as well as provincial and foreign. Undoubtedly he was alive 

to the situation and was fully aware of the mutineers’ grievances against the 

British and shared the common belief that the death knell of British rule would be 

Zakaullah—T.U.A.S.1., p. 60. 

Kamalu’ddin Haidar—Qaisaru-t Tawarikh or Tarikh-i Awadh, Vol. Il, p. 439. 

Zaheer Dehlawi—Dastan-i Ghadr, p. 50. 
9 Pr. Tr. B.S. p. 134. 

Majumdar, R. C—Sepoy Mutiny and Revolt of 1857, p. 116 ff. Book III, Chapter 1. 

Sirajul Akhbar. 

* (i) Pr. Tr. B. S., p. 93; (ii) Khulasa Akhbar, MS.N. A. 1., No. 128; (iii) Roz-namcha Bahadur 

Shah 
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sounded shortly. He was also aware, as Hakim Ahsanullah Khan hinted, of the 
sepoys’ concerted efforts at raising a rebellion”? But he was not prepared for and 
certainly did not like the sudden arrival in Dehli of the mutineers trom Mirath 
therein he perceived a great blunder on their part Obviously he stood at a 
vantage ground compared to the average sepoy and he realized that in strikine the 
blow rashly at Mirath and then leaving behind the task of finishine the enemy 
incomplete, their coming over to Dehli was the greatest and most unpardonable 
blunder on the part of a handful of mutineers from Mirath. Malleson who Was a 
contemporary, graphically describes what Bahadur Shah had. in fact. already 
realized or visualized.’ He says, “The story of the events of the [0th May at 
Mirath and of the 11th at Dehli came as a surprise to the revolters all over India 
because the astute men who had fomented the ill-feeling against the British 
which by this time had become pretty general had laid down as a cardinal 
principle that there were to be no isolated outbreaks, that the explosion should 
take place on the same day all over the Bengal Presidency and they had fixed 
upon Sunday the 31st May as the day of the general rising. But the chief 
conspirators had to employ a large number of instruments. The rashness of 
premature action of a single instrument may destroy the best laid plot. The heads 
of the conspiracy had corrupted the 3rd Native cavalry and the 20th Regiment N 
1.°° and had formed their committees in these regiments. But at a critical 
conjuncture these latter had been unable to restrain the rank and file of the 
regiments from premature action. Excited to fever pitch, 85 men of 3rd L. C? 
had with the sympathy of their comrades refused to receive the proffered 
cartridges. Brought to trial for the offence. they had been condemned, sentenced 
and lodged in jail. This sentence had been too great a stimulus to the passions of 
the troopers to allow them to await patiently the day fixed upon. They saw that 
the English were unsuspicious and they believed that the plot. so far as Mirath 
was concerned, might, by a prompt rising be brought to a successful issue. In that 

2 Pr. Tr. B. S.. p. 164. 
24 Ibid. 
q Detailed information to this effect is given by Pundit Kanhiya Lal in his book Tartkh-1 Baghawat-i Hind, also called Mahariba-i Azeem, Vol. Il, pp. 7-8. See Chapter III, p. 104. supra. 

It is a fact attested by all the historians that Mirath remained under British control throughout the period of war. In fact it formed the shelter of the Europeans—men and women—who were hunted down in Dehli; and there was a constant danger on 11th May, 1857 of some European troops moving down from Mirath in pursuit of the mutineers, (Sewell — Analytical History of \ India, pp. 266-267). On 14th May Chunni Lal reported that four men coming from Mirath told i the soldiery at Dehli that European troops were coming from Mirath in their pursuit (Pr. Tr B S.. p. 110). For some inexplicable reason these much-talked-about troops of Mirath did not come down to Dehli till the close of May. According to Sewell (p. 267) when Anson the commander-designate died of cholera on 27th May. 1857, his place was taken by Sir Henry Barnard. Sir Henry Barnard was joined at Dehli by a body of troops from Mirath under Wilson on 7th June, 1857. 
Le. Native Infantry. 
light Company 
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events proved them to be right. But they had lost sight of the fact that by acting 

solely for their own hand they were imperilling the great principle which had 

been impressed upon them by their committees and with it the general success 

aimed at by their chiefs. This premature action proved ultimately as fortunate for 

the English as disastrous to the cause of revolt. A blow which struck 

simultaneously all over India might have been irresistible lost more than half its 

power when delivered piecemeal and at intervals’* At another place Malleson 

reports that ‘Canning highly rejoiced to hear that the mutinous troops from 

Mirath had gone over to Dehli. He had great faith in the power of the 

Commander-in-chief to retake the imperial city. Past history affords good reason 

for that belief. In September 1803 the troops of Sindhia had not offered the 

semblance of a resistance to the small army of General Lake. In the wars of the 

earlier Mughuls with the representatives of the dynasties which they supplanted, 

Dehli had never offered any but the slightest resistance to the army which had 

been victorious in the field. Even the conviction prevalent at Calcutta, especially 

in military circles, was that the mutineers had played the British game by rushing 

into a walled city where they would be as rats in a trap’. 

Bahadur Shah who knew all this confronted a formidable situation on the 

arrival of the mutineers from Mirath. He thought of reconciling the mutineers to 

the British Authorities and at the same time*prepared himself for the worst by § 

despatching the much-talked-about letter which amounted to an ultimatum to > 

Agra.” Then he waited for the Dehli regiments to decide and determine their 

attitude: and it was subsequent to their joining the Mirath mutineers in the 

afternoon that he accepted the joint leadership of all at night.” That in spite of all 

the follies of the Mirath mutinees Bahadur Shah sympathised with them and 

‘cherished a hearty disposition to show them every favour and kindness and 

directed them to take up their quarters in Salimgarh™ and called them ‘his 

children? speak volumes for his patriotism, and balance of mind. Since he had 

fully realized the urgent need of restoring order he lost no time to impress upon 

the mutinous soldier the importance of stopping at once all plunder, and robbery 

in the city. But the mutineers who took full advantage of the Emperor’s name and 

of the protection that he offered to them did not share with him the responsibility 

for restoration of order and maintenance of peace. Driven by their erratic fears 

and irrational suspicions verging on insanity they continued to smell an 

Englishman in every quarter and in every private house and dwelling which the 

on that plea looted unscrupulously. Says Chunni Lal, ‘The cavalry and infantry 

hearing that some Europeans with their wives had gone into the Magazine 

brought 2 guns from Darya Ganj and loading them with stones fired them at the 

Malleson—The Indian Mutiny of 1857, pp. 87-88. 

Op. cit., p. 92. 

Vide Chapter II, p. 81 supra. 

Tr. B. S.. p. 105 and Tr. of Ex-King of Delhi, p. 220. 

Op. cit., p. 108. 

Idem, p. 134. 
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gates, the Europeans within returning the fire from several pieces with erape 
Subsequently the Magazine blew up when several men of the city were killed and 
many of the houses in the neighbourhood destroyed. The European men and 

} women who had been in the Magazine fled in the direction of the river. [hey 
| were however pursued by the cavalry and killed. Three sergeants and two women 
| were brought prisoners to the King. One of the sergeants beveed the Kinv’s 
|protection for himself and fellow-prisoners saying that otherwise they would be 
‘killed by the mutineers. The King had them placed in the Tasbeeh Khana. then 
\the infantry mutineers attacked the house of Salig Ram, the treasurer. but were 
unable to force its massive gates till midnight when they made an entrance and in 
conjunction with the Mahomedans of the city plundered the place of all the 
property it contained. Some sergeants were taking away two puns from the 
cantonments but the cavalry came up with them and brought the guns back 
There was a salute of 21 guns fired under the Palace, and all night throughout the 
rity the greatest uneasiness and tumult continued to prevail in consequence of the 
dlunder, pillage and burning of houses’. 

7RAPPLING WITH TERRIBLE PROBLEMS 
12th May 1857) 

At least 350 out of about 10,000 Mutiny Papers in the National Archives 
ealing with the War of 1857 in Dehli and over 200 documents’ given in the 
'roceedings of the Trial of Bahadur Shah bring into relief the terrible problems 
‘ith which Emperor Bahadur Shah grappled from the beginning to the end of the 
mg drawn-out drama of the War, every day bringing in a fresh set of 
roblems—control of the lawless elements in the city and among the mutineers, ° 

Idem, pp. 108-109. 
_ These documents were studied and reviewed by Major Harriott, the Judge Advocate-General 

in connection with his survey of Emperor Bahadur Shah’s role in the Mutiny and War of 1857 And he said, “If | have not succeeded in tracing to the King himself a foreknowledge of the 
leading events that were to take place on Monday, the Ith May. I trust it has been made obvious that the secret was his Possession of some influential inmates of the palace. The babbling garrulity of Prince Jawan Bakht sufficiently indicates this, for such is his joy at the anticipation of murdering the English that he is unable to restrain his expressions of it. My chief object has been to render clear what I believe to be the truth, viz 
from the very commencement was not confined to the sepoys and did not even originate with them but had its ramifications throughout the palace and city. We have evidence that the mutineers of the 11th and 20th Regiments of Native Infantry before: the M 
exploded, proceeded to attack and escalade it, and it is then for the first time thai 
King through his troops acting in open alliance with these traitors. From that mo no further disguise and no attempt at concealment. Fairly launched into the strea' he is hurried onward by the swollen flood.’ (Pr. Tr. B S., p. 145). 
Their numbers, according to different accounts, range from 4,000 (Friend of India, August 27, 1857) to 50,000 (Muir—R. I. D., i, p. 535) and 60,000 (Metcalfe, T. N. N., pp. 179 and 181). 

. that the conspiracy 

agazine was 
t we find the 
ment there is 
m of sedition 
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{ 

It should be noted that the terms ‘mutineers’, ‘rebels’ and ‘traitors’ were used by the 7! 

British. Mirza Mughul was angry with Jiwan Lal for his using such terms as these (Metcalfe, (i 

1 N.N.. 179). Mirza Mughul meant to say that the sepoys whom the British called mutineers [)) 

and rebels became patriots on joining the standard of Emperor Bahadur Shah, And there is 9 

positive evidence that the Emperor looked upon them as patriots and wanted them to behave | 

as patriots: and he rebuked them and expressed his displeasure and anger whenever he noticed §) 

that their conduct was unpatriotic. In one of his letters to Mirza Mughul he said, “It is the } 

business of the Army to protect and not to desolate and plunder. The Officers of the Army will } 

therefore immediately restrain their men from the commission of these improprieties; and ] 

further as the intelligence of the approach of the enemies was false, these lawless soldiery 

should not now be kept in the old Fort but on the contrary entrenchments should be 

constructed for them at the distance of 5 or 6 miles, and they should be stationed there so that 3 

OUR SUBJECTS MAY OBTAIN IMMUNITY from the hardships complained of, and that at 

the same time a barrier may be raised against the approach of the enemy troops. You will 

immediately take steps to arrange this matter and will allow no neglect to occur in reference to 

it. Be assured of our kindness” (In pencil in the King’s handwriting. to give the order greater 

force: Make arrangements quickly. (Pr. Tr., B. S., No. 8, 18th June, 1857, p. 8). 

He also wrote the following letters: (i) To 

(i) To 

Mirza Mughul. 

Son.—The illustrious and valiant Mirza Mughul Bahadur. Learn, that orders have day 

after day been issued to the Officers of the Cavalry to vacate the Garden and they have till 

now done nothing but make excuses and promises, Definite orders are therefore now issued toy 

the intent that you, our Son, will summon tbe Officers and will tell them that if they conside 

themselves the servants of the State they will not go to the Batteries tomorrow, but will leav 

the Garden and remove their quarters to Keetur’s (Englishman’s) house situated under the 

Palace where there is abundance of accommodation and ample shelter of trees. What they urge 

in reply you will submit for our consideration. (No. 17, Pr. Tr. B. S., dated 26th June, 1857, p. 

9). 
Order under the autograph cypher of the King in pencil, dated 27th June, 1857. 

(ii) To 
Mirza Mughul and Mirza Khair Sultan. 

Sons, — The illustrious and valiant Mirza Zaheeruddin, otherwise Mirza Mughul 

Bahadur and Mirza Khair Sultan Bahadur. Learn, that your petition regarding the proceedings 

of four or five ill-conducted men, who assuming as a disguise, the appearance and dress of 

soldiers of the Native Infantry of the Company have gone about plundering the inhabitants 0! 

the City and have now left for the country, and representing the detriment to the Government 

which must ensue, in consequence, and further requesting permission to take measures fo 

suppressing such practices and for capturing the men alluded to, has been perused. It is 

matter of some surprise that from the lawless doings of but four or five men so much plund 

and devastation in the City and so much ruination of the people generally should result; 

that on their capture alone the establishment of order should he expected to depend; for not@ 

day has up elapsed since the arrival of the Army and its taking quarters in the City thal 

petitions from the townspeople have not been submitted representing the excesses comml 

by numerous Infantry Sepoys, about whom there could be no suspicion of disguise and that 

orders have not been issued, day after day, to you, our Sons, to take measures with the aid of 

Military force to suppress these disorders. Considering all this, it seems now altogeth 

unlikely that order can be secured while the Army remains in the City. However, you, 

Sons, are nevertheless directed to send to our glorious presence someone able to recognize He 

vagabonds alluded to, that he may be sent accompanied by horsemen and footmen of our own 

Royal Levies with a mandate to the Chief Police Officer of the city, and his subordinate 

arrest and forward without delay to our presence those whom he may point out, and if any 
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maintenance of the Army and shortage of supplies, restoration of peace and order 
in the city and its protection against the British attacks: suppression of plunder 

jand robbery; revival of the administrative system” including the civil, criminal 
jand revenue courts and the machinery for the regular collection of revenues: 
jrecruitment of new soldiers: securing arms and gunpowder as well as funds to 
meet the salary bills of the Army and the Palace staff. maintenance of the Royal 

villainy or instigation to plunder shall be proved against those who may be thus apprehended 
they will receive punishments adequate to their guilt. But you, our Sons, are directed to take 
all proper steps to prevent the men of the Army trom plundering and desolating the City In 
every case of an offence of these kinds being proved or where a man may be found in the Private residence of any of the inhabitants, the Officers will award punishment to the offender 
So that these evils may be suppressed. Be assured of our kindness Pr Ir BS,No IB. p 9 
Autograph Order by the King, in pencil dated 4th July, 1857) Mirza Mughuli Bahadur will Jas 
Strict injunctions on the Officers of the 9th Regiment Native Infantry. to retrain from the spoliation complained of. (Pr 7r. BS. No. 24. p. ti) 

Order of the King dated 16th July. 1857 reference to the petition from Ratan Chand. Superintendent of the Royal Gardens 
(iii) To 

Mirza Mughul, 
Son.—The illustrious and valiant Mirza Zaheeru'ddin otherwise Mirza Mughul Bahadur! Learn.—that we are informed by a petition from Ratan Chand, Superintendent of the Sahibabad Garden . . . that the Troopers of the Cavalry. come from Jodhpur, have picqueted their horses in front of the shops and have taken possession of a number of them: that some of the shop-keepers have in consequence vacated their shops and gone away and those of the tenants who remain are ready to do the same. Under these circumstances loss to our personal Revenue must ensue. You, our son, are therefore directed to cause these Troopers to remove from their present location and to assign them some other place to stay In, so that this cause of loss to our Revenu may be checked. Be assured of our kindness. (Pr, Tr. BS, No. 29, p. 14) Autograph order by the King. in pencil in answer to this petition of Sheo Diyal and Shadi Ram merchants, dated 17th July 1857. 

Mirza Mughul will provide for the Protection of the petitioners. (Pr. Tr. BS.. No. 39, p. 15) Order under the autograph special cypher of the King, in pencil, dated 17th July, 1857 (iv) To 

Mirza Mughul, 
i Son,—The illustrious and valiant Zaheeru'ddin otherwise Mirza Mughul Bahadur! Learn, | that on perusal of the petition of Syed Husain Ali Khan, Police Officer of Pahar Ganj regarding the wounding of a Jamadar and some Policemen by the violent hands of the Goojars of Aliganj, Mallanji Hasangarh and Alapur, a special order was sent to you with the said petition in original. Today on perusal of a representation from the Police Officer of Mahrowli || we learn that the same Goojars are now engaged in highway robbery and in plundering the ‘| country. The suppression of such disorders is of the utmost moment and, you are directed, % therefore immediately to send out one Company of Infantry and 50 Troopers to capture the Goojars in question with the Chief Men of their Villages. If they are captured they shall receive the punishment due to their misdeeds, and complete order will ensue. Be assured of our kindness. (Pr. TV. B. No. 31, p. 15). 
The old administrative institutions had not died out. Almost all were kept alive under the nominal rule of the East India Company. They began to function with the restoration of order 
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house in the midst of scarcity caused by the suspension of the peshkash and the§ 

prosecution of war in order to expel the English from the country. These}, 

problems were terrible enough to have scared away a sprightly and powerful 

despot. But Bahadur Shah the octogenarian was not frightened and did not slink} 

away. 
! 

On 12th May, 1857 he took his seat on the Silver Throne in the Diwan-i; 

Khass and held a durbar after it had been discontinued for the past 15 years. 

The Army Officers presented nazrs and promised allegiance; then at their request 

high commands in the Army were given to the Princes.” This done, a feast wa 

given under Royal orders to the whole Army who were supplied with 

confectionary, and the Army Officers received in addition a present in moneyj} 

The Emperor then ordered the grocers Ram Sahai and Dilwani Mai to provide (aff) 

his expense’) for the Army 500 rupees worth of meal, pulse and gram daily. Ang 

he appointed Muniru’ddin Khan, ex-thanadar of Pahar Ganj, Governor (subadarfy) 

and Kotwal of the city and charged him to prevent plunder. A few cases gf 

plunder in the Churiwalan street being brought to notice, the Emperor sent for the) 

officers of the infant regiments and directed them to place one regiment at 

Dehli Gate, one under the Palace windows and one in Darya Ganj; and he said, 

do not like that my subjects should be plundered’. When, shortly after he heard 

another case of plunder in the Nagar-Seth street he ordered Mirza Mughul to take 

a company of infantry and adopt measures so as to stop plunder completely in 

parts of the city. Mirza Mughul went to the principal police stations seated ona 

elephant and had it proclaimed that every individual convicted of plunder wou 

be punished with the loss of nose and ears and that the shopkeepers who did no 

open their shops and refused to supply necessaries of food to the Army, would 

confined and imprisoned. Not content with this, later in the day the Emper 

himself went in state mounted on an elephant with Prince Jawan Bakht in th 

hind seat through the Chandni Chowk street. The Royal procession 

accompanied by two regiments of Telinga infantry and some guns, and th 

Telingas shouted ‘Bahadur Shah ki jai ‘4! The Emperor spoke to the shopkeepé 

kindly, promised them peace and order and directed them to open their shops al 

resume their business and supply the Army the necessaries of food. Afterwall 

letters were despatched to the rulers of Patiala, Jhajjar, Ballabgarh, Bahadurgal 

and Alwar asking them to come over to Dehli to join the ‘patriotic’ Army and 

‘8 The Silver Throne had been removed from the Diwan-i Khass into the vault below and hi 

been lying there since 1842, It was brought back to the Diwan-i Khass on 12th May, 1857. 

Mirza Mughul, who was the eldest and as it appears from the Roz-namcha Bahadur Shah, 

N. L. about 40 years of age. was appointed Commander-in-chief. Mirza Kochak Sultan, MP 

Khair Sultan and Mirza Mendliu were appointed colonels of Infantry; and Mirza Abu Bi 

the youngest prince .and a grandson of the Emperor, was appointed colonel of a regiment! 

cavalry. (Metcalfe— T. N. N., pp. 85-87. Pr. Tr. B. S., pp. 30, 94). 

The bracket is mine. Until a satisfactory arrangement ‘vas made, the Emperor considere®™ 

sepoys his guests and fed them. This is evident from the text of the documents. 

“1 Zakaullah—T.U.A.S.L., p. 662. 

40 
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repel any attack upon the city by the English’? The above account presents 
before our eyes one of the most memorable scenes of the drama of the Wat mn 
Dehli. An Indian Emperor highly popular among the Hindus and Musalmans 
staked his life and the lives of all dear to him on the 
jaccepting leadership of the national or quast-national | 
Icalls his own Army, and in order to expel the English from 
help from the Indian Rajas and Ruling Chiefs. And without waite {oy 
eply he proceeds to grapple with the problems before him. He is seated 
an of his great ancestors in full glory but without an atom of then 
His position is like that of a constitutional monarch without a constitution. all 
dhysical powers having supposedly rested with the Army who 
n discipline.’ He wants to awaken in them the spirit of patriot 
iaison between them and the people; and he wants also to secure their co- 
peration in building a normal life in the city. With the help of some of their 
zaders and the highly accomplished Maulvi Faz! Haq" as the director. he 
Nprovises a-system of administration and a constitution based on the principles 
f democracy. An executive committee or Administration Court of ten members 
om the civil and military department of 
ywn: 

has 
face of the earth by 

fian troops whom he 
he country he solicits 

then 

on thie 

powers 

are sorely lacking 
ism by building a 

government is formed: and it is laid 

“Whereas to avoid disorder in the sections o 
ilitary and civil departments it is absolutely nece 
id whereas to work out the constitution it is neces 
e following regulations are hereby laid down: 

(i) A court should be established and named: Administration Court. 
that is a Court to administer military and civil affairs 

(ii) This Court should consist of ten members — 6 military and 4 
civil. Of the military members two should be selected from the 
infantry platoons. two from the cavalry and two from the 
artillery. 

f administration of the 
ssary to form a constitution, 
sary first to appoint a Court! 

(iii) Out of these ten men, one should be appointed President (Sadr-i 
Jalsa) and another Vice-President (Naih Sadr-i , 
unanimous majority of votes. In every departme 

Jalsa) by a 
nt there should 

The above account is based on the Mutiny Papers Box 39, May 11, December 7. 1857 and the Narrative of Chunni Lal the news-writer and the evidence of Mukand Lal, Private Secretary of the Emperor. (Pr. Tr S..pp. 101, 102, 107-114). 
This is evident from the numerous complaints made to the Emperor by the people. Hide Pr Tr. B.S. pp. 5-26. 
Vide (i) Appendix H (ii) For, Pol. Cons. 13th May 1859, N. A. This Court has been called the Court of Mutineers. Spear (p. 206) puts its formation in the month of July. But it was surely a part of the Constitution (Dastoor-ul Amal-t Saltanat) which according to Zakaullah CC w.AS. P. 687). Maulvi Faz! Haq had drawn up for the government of Bahadur Shah. 

Muinu’ddin says that the period between the 11th and 25th May was occupied in restoring order and discipline in the city — a task which could never have been performed without a constitution. Cf Metcalfe — T.N.N., p. 61 

aS Ne 
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be appointed secretaries according to need. The quorum for the 

Court meeting should be five whereby work should be done | 

satisfactorily. 
tH 

(iv) At the time of the appointment of these ten men they should take | 

an oath that they would do court work with honesty, sincerity, © 

great industry and with deep thought and care; and that they will i 

not neglect even the slightest detail in matters administrative and 

that they would not covertly or overtly have resort to taking and 

seizing, or to partiality of any kind and in any manner or at the 2 

time of dealing with matters of administration in the Court. Oh 

the contrary: they will always keep themselves engaged in and }j 

apply themselves attentively and diligently to executing the State 7) 

matters whereby the State should obtain security and the people \ 

should enjoy peace and repose; and that they would not divulge J) 

any item of the Court work under consideration before its } 

enforcement plainly or by allusion without the permission of the # 

Court and Sahib Alam. 

(v) Election of the Court members should be in this manner: by the 

majority of votes two mén should be elected from the infan 

platoon, two from the cavalry troops and two from the artillery; 7 

such men must possess a long record of service and must bes 

clever and well-versed, able and intelligent. Should any person 

be highly clever, intelligent and learned and an adept in the? 

administration of the Court work but lacking long service, this 

latter disqualification in that case will not obstruct the 

appointment of such a person. And in the same way will be 

appointed four civil members. 

(vi) After ten members have been appointed, if any member gave hi 

vote before the full Court regarding any matter in such a mannet 

as to be against honesty and sincerity or calculated as partial to 

anyone, then that member will be removed from the Court by the 

definite majority of votes; and another person will be elected if 

his place according to regulation five. 

All the items of administration to be considered should 

be first treated in the Court and after the approval of Sahib Alan 

the decision of the Court should be communicated to His 

Majesty (Huzur-i Wala) 

(vii) After the programme has been drawn by the majority of votes tt 

will be submitted for approval to Sahib Alam Bahadur and the 

Court will remain under the control of the alluded Sahib Alam 

Bahadur. And no matter of administration whether military % 

civil will be executed without the sanction of the Court and tt 

approval of the Sahib Alam and without the information of He 

same being given to His Majesty (Huzur-i Wala). \n the event 
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a difference of opinions and, after being re-consideréd by the 
Court, the same matter—the difference still continuing will be 
sent up through the Sudih Alam to His Majesty the Shadow ot 
God (Huzur Zille Subhani). Vhe order given thereupon by His 
Majesty (Huzur) will be final 

(vili) In the Court none, barring the Sahih Alam Bahadur and Wis 
Majesty the Shadow of God (Huzur Zille Subhant) who will be 
entitled to be present, no non-member will be present. nor will 
he join the meeting. 

When out of the specified number of the Court members, anyone for 
some valid and acceptable reason be unable to attend the court meeting, then the 
votes of the remaining members of the Court will be tantamount to the vote ot 
the Court in full strength. 

(ix) Should a member of the Court desire to express his opinion 
regarding any matter, he would first secure the consent of 
another member; then he may make the proposal of the same as a 
matter already agreed upon by two members. 

(x) When an item is to be considered in the Court according to 
Regulation nine, then the proposer should first speak in the Court 
meeting. No one will interrupt his speech until he has finished it 
If a member of the Court has any objection to make regarding it, 
he should explain it and no one will interrupt him either, until he 
has finished speaking. Should a third man make a speech 
amending or adding or subtracting from the objection, and if the 
remaining members of the Court observe silence regarding it. 
then every member of the Court should write out his opinion 
separately. After consulting Regulation eight, decision will be 
arrived at by the majority. 

(xi) Those who from every section of the military are elected 
according to Regulation two, should be appointed managers and 
administrators of that section. Under their control should work. a 

} committee of 4 men according to Regulation four: in that 
committee secretaries should be appointed according to need. 
And whichever proposal is formally put up in that committee by 
the majority of votes that proposal will be presented to the Court 
by those very officers of that Committee. It should be executed 
by the Court according to Regulation seven. The same process 
should be adopted in every military and civil section. 

(xii) At any time according to the demand of the occasion right 
should be vested in the Court to make amendments by majority 
of votes in this constitution.*° 

(i) Mutiny Papers, Box 57, Nos. 539-541. 
(ii) Translated by the writer from the original Urdu text. 
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Since the above document is undated and since it contains the ambiguous 

terms ‘Court’, and ‘Sahib Alam’, it has been assumed” that it was created after 

the arrival of Bakht Khan. But the above-mentioried court was an administration 

court, not an ordinary court as the term ‘court’ was commonly understood among 

the soldiers in those days. Says the Emperor in the course of a letter dated 8th 

July 1857 to his son Mirza Mughul, 

Son! you the light of our eyes, already know that a very small balance of cash 

remains in our Treasury: that there is no immediate prospect of revenue from any quarter jj 

and that the little money that remains must of necessity be very soon expended. You are |i 

directed to call together during the day or to-night all the officers of the Regiments which 

first arrived, in order that they may deliberate and decide on means to be adopted for i 

raising funds to meet the daily hecessary and emergent expenses. 4 meeting of this kind 

in the language of the Soldiery is called a*‘Court 

In the light of this information the assumption that the said 

Administration Court was created after the arrival of Bakht Khan falls to the 

ground and the nature of the court in question becomes intelligible as being a 

court of administration ruling and linking together all ‘the branches of the 

administrative system like a modern cabinet and not merely a military council or 

a meeting of soldiers organised for the purpose of raising funds. As for the term 

‘Sahib Alam™” it should be noted that there are some letters of the mujahideen 

wherein Mirza Mughul has been clearly addressed as ‘Sahib Alam’. And there 

are many documents in the Proceedings of the Trial of Bahadur Shah which % 

envisage a constitution much before the arrival of Bakht Khan and show that } 

Mirza Mughul had been performing the role of a Sahib Alam without brandishing 

the title °° An undated document No. 15 arranged under the head of Loan exhibits J 

47 
Spear—T.M.. p. 206 

“Pr Tr. BS.. p. 40 
*° Muhammad Bakht Khan’ says Spear, ‘was nominated Governor-General (the title was Sahib 

Alam) and a Court known as the Administrative Court or Court of Mutineers was created after 

his arrival’ (T. M.. p. 206). But there is no connection between the terms ‘Governor-General’ 

and ‘Sahib Alam’. Bakht Khan was called ‘General’ or ‘Lord Governor-General’ but not 

‘Sahib Alam’ which was the title or honorific used for Mirza Mughul, as is seen in the letters 

addressed to him by the Mujahideen in ‘fair number (Mutiny Papers, Box 65, No. 32, 37, 39). 

Since the Mujahideen had come to Dehli about the same time as did Bakht Khan (and many of 

them came in his company), they could not have used his title (if ‘Sahib Alam’ had been his 

title) for his rival Mirza Mughul. Further Prof. Spear implies that General Bakht Khan created 

the Administration Court after his arrival in July. This is untenable, for Bakht Khan kne 

nothing about administrations or constitutions It is true that he liked to maintain a constitution 

and to abide by law but he had no knack of making or drawing a constitution. This work 

Emperor Bahadur Shah and Maulvi Faz! Haq could do very well. 

For instance, documents No. 2 dated 14th May; No. 4. dated 24th May; No. 13 dated i8th 

June: No. 15 dated 20th June; No. 17 dated 26th June; Nos. 24 and 25 dated 4th July; No. 26 

dated 11th July; Nos. 29, 30, 31 and 32 undated; No. 33 of 18th July; No. 36 of 22nd July; No. 

38 of July: No. 40 of 25th July; No, 43 of 3oth July, No. 18th August and the undated 

documents numbered 50, 52, 53 and 54 (Pr. Tr. B. S,, pp. 4-40). Also see documents: 

numbered 1, 4, 5, 8, 10 and 13 dated 8th July, 15th July, 28th July, 29th July, 6th August, a 

27th August respectively arranged under the head of Loan (Pr. Tr. B. S., pp. 41-47). vide 

document No. | dated Ist June 1857; No. 2 dated 22nd June; No. 3 dated 9th July; No. 4 dated 

50 
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the role that Mirza Mughul continued to play even after the arrival of Bakht 
Khan.”! Similar is the case with the documents Nos. 19, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28 and 33 
of 12th, 17th, 18th July and Ist, 2nd, 4th and 23rd August respectively arranged 

| under the head of Military.° All kinds of petitions addressed to the bmperor 
j including one from Bakht Khan himself were sent down by the Emperor with his 
fown remarks to Mirza Mughul for disposal. Another document numbered 39. 
| dated 9th September, brings into relief the position of Mirza Mughul as officer in 
‘charge of the commissariat arrangements and the distribution of pay to the 
\troops, and depicts him as the ‘Vicar’ of the Emperor.) And a document No. 3 
jof 23rd August gives a ‘petition’ of Bakht Khan addressed to Mirza Commander 
in-chief Bahadur; it runs as follows: 

Petition from Muhammad Bakht Khan dated 23rd August 1857 
To 

Mirza Moghal—the Lord of Gifts, ete.. Mirza Muhammad Zaheeru‘ddin. 
Commander-in-chief Sahib Bahadur. 
‘The order directing me to send one officer from each corps of infantry, Cavalry 

tc., to meet as members of the Court arranged by Your Highness’s wish has been 
eceived. I sent for the Commissioned Officers in question, and explained to them the 
ecessity for their attendance at your Court at 10 A.M. to-morrow They have all 
villingly and heartily agreed to attend, as they have been directed They urge, however, 
hat their baggage has just now been laden; but that after reaching Palam, they will return, 
nd will with hearty pleasure attend the Court in question. This petition is submitted for 
‘our information. Petition of the slave Muhammad Bakht Khan, Lord Governor-General, 
tested with the seal of Muhammad Bakht Khan, Commander-in-chief of the Army’ 

Note on the face—The purpose of the petition has been learned’ .“* 
In this ‘petition’ Bakht Khan has addressed Mirza Mughul as 

‘ommander-in-chief and has subscribed himself as Commander-in-chief and 
ord Governor-General, but not as Sahib Alam. 

All these documents combine to show that a constitution (Dastur-ul 
jmal-i Saltanat) had been enforced much before the arrival of Bakht Khan and 
hat Mirza Mughul had been acting as de facto Sahib Alam. And the elements of 
at constitution are traceable in the administration that obtained during the 

‘ honths of May and June 1857. Probably after the arrival of Bakht Khan in July 
me amendments were made since meetings of the Court became frequent and 

' ¢gular. Or as the Delhi News suggests the old Administration Court became 
 hpopular and the Army formed an independent Court consisting of the delegates 
| om every company and every troop in Dehli.” But the branches, if any, shot up 

10th July; No. 5 dated 12th July; No. 6 dated 13th July and the undated documents numbered 
7 and 8, arranged under the head of Pay (Py. Tr. B. S., pp. 50-51). 
Idem, p. 46, 
Idem, p. 57, 58, 59, 60, 62. 
Idem, p. 64. 
Pr: Tr, Bi S.;(p.63. 
Delhi News— 9th September, 1857. 
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as time advanced from the parent body namely the War-State mechanism the # 

Emperor had set to work in the middle of May with a vast secretariat in the Red | 

Fort and sub-offices in the city. Thanas® were established in different parts of the | 

city, and so were the revenue,” civil and criminal courts of justice™® as well as 

the Court of General Supervision” and even hospitals” and news-papers.”' Every 

thana was. daily inspected” and reports were sent regularly through properj 

channels to the Royal Court. Price lists giying standard prices fixed by a tarifi 

board passed through different thanas, and were then sent out for circulation in}! 

the city at stated intervals. As a result profiteering was stopped. Jiwan Lal gives 

only one example of ‘a defaulter’, saying: ‘The shop of Jamna Das was 

plundered because he sold.atta at a high price’. All matters, great and small,jj 

were recorded in the registers of the different offices, for instance the death of ajy 

gunner,” the burial of a dead body” of a mujahid, remittance to a camel driver off 

Re. | in advance:"” the payment of wages to the coolies, each coolie being paid 10} 

annas”*: the theft of a sepoy’s gold bangle”; a list of the water-suppliers sent to | 

the various trenches from the Kotwali”’ and a list containing the names’! of alff 

the Hindus and Musalmans in the Emperor’s service besides a list of the Armyp 

officers who took part in the Mutiny as well as the names” of all 

functionaries at the Kotwali and different thanas and an alphabetical list of all th 

mutineers” with their parentage, caste and. residence. There are also files of af 

Se Mutiny Papers. N. A., Box 157, No. 2, June 16, 158, No. 2, June 1, 1857. 

57 Idem, Box 189, No. 6, 28th June, 1857; Box 171, August 19, 1857. 

58 Idem, Box 69, No. 41, 22nd July, 1857 

Idem, Box 69, No. 1. 

5° Idem, Box 137, No. 7, also No. 8 dated 14th July 1857 which contains a statement of the dail 

allowances and wages of the employees in the Hospital. 

°| pp Tr. B.S., p. 9. Order under the King’s Seal dated 29th June, 1857. 

© There is a document of 13th June 1857 stating that the thanas in the city were inspected and 

report made about the diary of each thana. Vide Mutiny Papers, N.A., Box 61, Nos. 16- 

Also see (i) Box 194, Nos. 13-14 of 23rd and 31st July, 1857; (ii) Box 135, Nos. 149-1 

which give daily reports of the Thanas of the Turkoman gate, as well as of those of Gud 

Dareeba and of other quarters of the city. 

® Idem, Box 131, No. 71, August 6, 1857; No. 83, August 11; No. 90. August 14; No. 9 

August 15, 1857 and Box 131, No. 126, 12th September, 1857. 

64 Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 121. 
65 Idem, Box 65 Nos. 16-18, 2nd August, 1857 and Box 135, No. 158, August 31, 1857 and I 

202, 2nd September, 1857. 

Idem, Box 65 Nos. 16-18, 2nd August, 1857 and Box 135, No. 158, August 31, 1857 and No 

202, 2nd September, 1857. 

87 Idem, Box 135, No. 9, 3rd June; 1857. 
88 Idem, Box 131. No. 101, August 22 1857. 
9 Idem, Box 131, No. 41, Sth July, 1857. 

70 Idem, Box 194, No. 9 12th July, 1857. ; 

7! Mutiny Papers, N. A., Miscellaneous Box 28. Altogether there are 633 names, the majority 

which are Hindus. 
| 

7 Idem, File N. 117. 
Idem. There is a big chart of 43 lines, each line with an average of 18 names, containing in® 

about 800 names. The Hindus form the majority. 
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Kinds of petitions received at the Royal Court as well as of the official 
} communications and circulars under the name parwana Gauri Shankar. 
Brigadier-Major, sent to the office of Diwan Jwala Nath three parwanas asking 

} him to approve and return the same.’ A separate court with a secretariat 
j functioned under Mirza Mughul subject to the Emperor's orders which were 
jissued frequently on sundry topics.’ Mirza Mughul also wrote letters” to. his 
}Royal father with filial feeling and affection, and received immediate replies 
‘containing directives for war and advice in all matters concerned. In his IpPAcity 
jas commander-in-chief Mirza Mughul worked as a liaison officer between the 
‘civil and military departments and formed a link between the brivadiers. 
colonels, artillerymen, warriors and police officers on the one hand and the 
amirs, mahajans, merchants and local chietS on the other. He was a very busy 
officer” under whose care functioned the aforesaid Administration ( ourt. Under 
his personal supervision there was also a ceaseless flow of official 
2orrespondence—missives, directives, parwanas, financial and technical reports 
and credit-letters and receipts. And he kept the Emperor informed about every 
fetail.”” Almost in the same way the functionaries of lower grades and even 
ordinary men* wrote letters to the Emperor, each in his idividual capacity, and 
‘ecasionally made some suggestions, which the latter acknow ledged. Particularly 
vorthy of mention here is the order issued from the Court of Justice to the Chiet 
olice Officer of the city giving instructions as to the procedure to be followed in 
ubmitting cases, besides a similar document illustrating the functioning of the 
‘ivil Court. There is yet another document with interesting references to the 
2tters written by Bhao Singh Naib Kotwal to (i) Col. Khizr Sultan*', (ii) the 
ianadars of the different Police Stations, (iii) Lala Gulab Rai and Mehr Chand, 
aahajans™, (iv) Hakim Ahsanullah Khan and Faizul-lah Khan Kotwal®’, (vi) 
amadar Shihabu’ddin™', (vii) Bakhshi Mirza Fazil Beg and even to the 

Mutiny Papers, N. A—Box 135, No. 202, 2nd September, 1857 
| PrTrBS, pp. 8-9, order under the autograph cypher of the King in pencil, dated 2oth June, 

1857. 
Idem, p. 13, Nos. 23 and 27. Petition of Mirza Mughul, dated nth July, 1857 
Idem, p. 13, Nos. 23 and 27. Petition of Mirza Mughul, dated 11th July, 1857 
Mutiny Papers, N. A., Box 131, No. 126, September 12, 1857. 

‘| Mutiny Papers, N. A., Box 131. No. 126, September 12, 1857. 
-) (i) Petition of Mathra Das and Salig Ram, Pr. Tr. B.S, p. 15, August 23, 1857. 
| (ii) Petition of Gauri Shankar Shukul. /dem, No. 3; \p: 52. 
‘ (iii) Petition of Nabi Bakhsh, No. 14, p. 46. 

Mutiny Papers, N. A., Box 131: Nos. i, 5, 14, 25, 30, 33, 34, 39-40, dated May 8 to September 12. 1857. 
Mutiny Papers, N. A., Box 131; Nos. i, 5, 14, 25, 30, 33, 34, 39-40, dated May 8 to September 12. 1857. 
Mutiny Papers, N. A., Box 131; Nos. i, 5, 14, 25, 30, 33, 34, 39-40, dated May 8 to September 12. 1857. 
Mutiny Papers, 
12. 1857. 

N. A., Box 131; Nos. i, 5, 14, 25, 30, 33, 34, 39-40, dated May 8 to September 
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Emperor®’. Another document gives contents of the papers sent by Khwaja if 

Khairiyat Ali, an accountant of the Commander-in-Chief’s office, to Col. Khizr #1 

Sultan announcing the programme of the Commander-in-Chief’s tours and that {5 

he was at the moment in the trenches with his army*’. 1 

These documents impressed Sir John Lawrence who observed, ‘The 9) 

papers referring to the sysfem of the King’s government exhibit in a remarkable ; | 

manner the active personal share which the king himself took in the conduct of } 

affairs. ... it must be admitted thai his orders were not unworthy of the situation, ¥ 

He did make an effort to preserve order in the city, to repress rapine and murder # 

in the villages, to check malversation and to restrain the excesses of the 

soldiery’. 

FIGHTING TO EXPEL THE ENGLISH 
(13th May—Ist July 1857) 

Almost all the problems with which Emperor Bahadur Shah was) 

grappling were interconnected, one depending upon the other for its solution. But 

the problem to expel the English headed them all and was the all-embracing one 

Shortly after accepting the leadership of the sepoys on 12th May, he had sent: 

letters to the Indian Princes asking them to join him in the war.** When he. 

obtained no response and came to know that Chiefs of Patiala’ and Jind” and? 

other Indian Princes”! were actively helping the English, he concentrated on the 

defence of Dehli and the territory directly under his rule”; this too could not) 

85 Mutiny Papers, N. A., Box 131; Nos. i, 5, 14, 25, 30, 33, 34, 39-40, dated May 8 to Septemb 

12. 1857 

© Mutiny Papers N. A., Box 135, No. 216, September 8, 1857. 

87 Press-List of the Mutiny Papers, pp. ii-iil. 

88 Vide supra 

8 According to Jiwan Lal the Maharaja of Patiala had joined the English with his army, and th 

mutinous sepoys coming from Ambala were attacked by the Patiala troops. Their weapor 

were taken from them and men despoiled (Metcalfe T. N. N. p. 97). Then Jiwan Lal sai 

“About 1200 men arrived from Lahore and Firozpur to join the mutineers: They came unarmed 

and many wounded. They were full of complaints that they had been attacked by the Maharaj 

of Patiala when they were sitting unarmed and unclothed on the ground and had fled’ (/dem, pi 

105). In his entry of May 21, Jiwan Lal also says that the Maharaja of Patiala had tried to 2 in 

over to his cause two regiments of the Purbias who had promised to extinguish the fire 0 

mutiny among their relatives serving in the regiments which had mutinied at Meerut’ (/dem, 

99). 

“A carter reported,” says Jiwan Lal, “that the forces of the Maharaja of Patiala and of the Rajt 

of Jind, and the English were to be seen between Ambala and Delhi; also that heavy artillen) 

was seen on the road drawn by elephants (Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 114). 

‘News was received .that both Jaipur and Patiala were taking precautions to prevent K 

mutineers from remaining in their territories. (/dem, p. 99). 

2 The territory directly under Bahadur Shah’s rule besides Dehli proper extended to Rohtak 

the north-west, Riwari to the south-west, Mathura and Palwal to the south and Ghaziabad @ 

the east. 

90 

1 
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remain safe from the enemies unless they were completely driven out of Mirath 
The Emperor lost no time in urging his Army to make an attack and expel the 
‘English from that city.”* But the Army was sorely lacking in discipline and 
llegiance. “The King’ says Muinu’ddin Hasan, ‘repeatedly urged an attack upon 
eerut but the mutineers delayed, first on one pretest, then upon another’ The 

Emperor thought he could not make them march without supplying the sinews of 
war’, without removing the disorders from the city and without frecine it 
tompletely from pillage and plunder. To this end he now turned his thouvlts and 
pnergies; and the success he attained was noticed by Muinu’ddin Hasan who 
»bserved, ‘The period between 11th and 25th May was occupied in restoring 
\rder and discipline in the city’”’. Similar is the information given by the Dehli 
ewspapers—Sirajul Akhbar’, Dehli Urdu Akhbar’’, Zafarul Akhbar” and the 
adiqul Akhbar'” which continued their publications throughout the period ot 
var, thus testifying to the order and discipline in the ety and territory of Dehli 
he Sirajul Akhbar mentions pointedly how the Emperor!’ charged Mirza 
fughul and others to maintain peace and order According to almost all 
yntemporary evidence the Emperor remained extremely busy all these days 
Ith-25th May) with sundry affairs but he was ceaselessly intent on creating 
vourable circumstances and conditions which might enable him to send the 
my towards Mirath to expel the English! ”. Viewed from this standpoint all the 
tails of the Royal activities and day-to-day programmes which appear 
wildering and incongruous at first sight, become intelligible... On 13th May the 

(i) Metcalfe—T. N. N.. 61. (ii) Dehli Urdu Akhbar May 31. 18 
Collection No. 2, Vol. 19; No. 22. 

(i) Metcalfe—T. N. N., 61. (ii) Dehli Urdu Akhbar, May 31, 1857; p. 4. Mutiny Papers Collection No. 2, Vol. 19; No. 22 
A few sepoys coming from Firozpur and Ambala expressed their readiness and d 
Mirath provided they were given the sinews of war— 
Urdu Akhbar, May 31, 1857, p. 3) 

| Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 61. 
"| Mutiny Papers, Box No. I, Vol. 13, No. 24 

Idem, Box No. 4-6, Vol. 4, No. 6. 
Idem, Box No. 2, Vol. 19. No. 34. 

| Idem, Box No. 2, Vol.; 19, No. 27. 
i Emperor or Huzur-i wala (Mutiny Papers, Box 57, No. 539-541) is one among many other ~ | forms of address used for Bahadur Shah, for example Shanshah-i Hind or Emperor of India: j (Vide Sadiqul Akhbar p. 4; July 27, 1857, Box 4-6, Vol 4); Zille Subhani (Shadow of God): Khalifatur Rahmani (Caliph of God 
|}] the exalted dynasty of Timur), Chira 

the Family of the Lord of Times whose emblem is valour). Vide Dehli Urdu Akhbar, May 31, 1857. Deliberately ignoring all this the British writers have used for Bahadur Shah the term 
e Sadiqul Akhbar mentioned above. 

57. p. 4. Mutiny Papers 

esire to g0 to 
arms and provisions (rasad) (Dehli 

waiting for them to come’. (Dehli Urdu 
1857). The same suggestion is also reported in 
2, Vol. 19; No. 28, July 12, 1857). 
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Emperor called Mirza Muniru’ddin governor and kotwal of the city to account : 

for his failure to procure necessaries of food for the Army and ordered him to A 

make immediate arrangements. Later, on hearing a report of the outbreak of | 

disorder and pillage in the Cantonment, Sabzi Mandi and Pahar Ganj areas, he |} 

ordered him to proceed with the 38 Regiment N.I. in that direction to prevent 4 

plunder and restore order. And he personally attended to the needs of the Army ~ 

and awarded all the regiments Rs. 400 each; and summoning the grain dealers he § 

ordered them to regulate the rates and open their granaries and commence selling |} 

the grain in the market. In order to protect the grain dealers and grocers he J 

appointed 200 sepoys with headquarters in Darya Ganj and they were told off to i 

different streets in the city to look after the maintenance of law and order. Then | 

the Princes — Mirza Mughul, Mirza Khair Sultan and a few others— were |f 

ordered to proceed severally with two guns each to the Kashmiri, Lahori and | 

Dehli gates to preserve peace’. A wazir, Hamid Ali Khan by name, being 

accused by the sepoys of concealing some Englishmen in his house, the Emperor 

had the vezir’s house searched, but no Englishman was found. Hamid Ali Khan} 

who had been imprisoned and whose property had been looted on this account 

was released, and the property restored. It was then proclaimed under Royal 

orders that those in whose houses Europeans were found would be dealt with as 

offenders. In connection with the Emperor’s attempts to restore law and order it 

is also mentioned that two watermen who had stolen some butter from a shop in} 

the Lal Kuan street were arrested; and two notorious characters Gami Khan and 

Sarfaraz Khan besides a few men accused of plunder in the Teliwara and Sabzi- 

mandi zone were apprehended. An attempt was also made by the Emperor to 

raise an army in the hope of finding the new recruits comparatively more) 

submissive and ready to carry out his orders and march against the English at 

Mirath!”*, According to Chunni Lal it was proclaimed by the Kotwal that all such 

persons who wished to take service should come forward bringing their o 

arms'”’. 
On 14th May the Emperor appointed Maulvi Sadru’ddin Khan, judge 0 

the Civil and Criminal Courts. ‘And an order was written’ says Chunni Lal, ‘ 

the address of Raja Ram Singh, Ruler of Jaipur, directing his early attendance al 

the Royal Court together with his army; and orders were also issued in writing td 

103 Vide copies of the Newspapers written by Chunni Lal, news-writer from 11th to 20th Ma 

1857 (Pr. Tr. B. S., pp. 107-112). 

104 In his entry of 18th May Chunni Lal tells us that orders were issued to Hasan Ali Khan 0 

Jhajjar to raise troops, cavalry and infantry (Pr. Tr. B. S. p. 113). And the reason for this net 

recruitment is also found in a remark of Jiwan Lal. Referring to the kind of bravery shown 0 

many of the mutineers, Jiwan Lal says, ‘In the absence of the English they were as lions, 

on hearing of their (English) approach they sought places of refuge like rats in the presence? 

a cat’ (Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 102). And the Dehli Urdu Akhbar reports that some of th 

mutineers had become extremely rich and it gives details to illustrate how they were tryil 

still to increase their wealth (Mutiny Papers, Collection No. 2, Vol. 19; No. 22; May 3 

1857). 

10S Pr. Tr. B.S. p. VL. 
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| Nawab Abdur Rahman Khan of Jhajjar’, Bahadur Jang Khan of Dadri, Akbar Ali 
Khan of Patowdi, Raja Nahar Singh of Ballabyarh, Hasan Ali Khan of Dojana 
and Nawab Ahmad Alt Khan of Farrukhnagar, desiring them all to attend the 

| Royal Court'’’. Subsequently news being received that the Gujars of 
) Chandrawal—the allies of the British—were every night plundering the shops in 
{ Sabzimandi, Teliwara and Rajpur, Mirza Abu Bakr was ordered to pursue the 
| said Gujars. Mirza Abu Bakr went immediately to Chandrawal and laid it waste 
) but the culprits had made their escape. The following day He. 15th May a s/nayyu 
| Was again sent to the Raja of Jaipur soliciting his attendance at the Royal Court 
jsimilarly shugqas were also sent to the chiefs of Jhajjar and Ballabyarh. Then 
| arrangements were made for bringing money from the Rohtak treasury as well as 
for the enlistment of 400 foot-soldiers and one regiment of cavalry at the rate of a 
monthly salary of Rs. 5 for the foot-soldier and Rs. 20 for each trooper. Then 
Mirza Muniru’ddin, the kotwal and governor of the city who had never given 
satisfaction by his work and who was in fact a British spy!" , was dismissed: he 
was superseded as kotwal by one Qazi Faizullah-Khan and the post of governor 
of the city was abolished. The same day when it was reported that the sepoys 
were in the habit of patrolling the streets and lanes with drawn swords which 
frightened the inhabitants and shopkeepers, the Emperor ordered that no one 
should go about the city with a drawn sword. And with a view to further control 
he soldiery he ordered the commandant of the Jhajjar cavalry to take up his 
quarters in the Mahtab Bagh. Then news having reached him about the arrival of 
14 boats laden with edibles belonging to Ramjidas Gurwala, the Emperor ordered 
Jilwani Mall who had been previously appointed to arrange for the supplies, to 
lave the cargo of the said boats landed and to bring it along’.'\* 

In pursuit of his efforts to expel the English beyond the eastern bank of 
he Jumna and to deprive them of their allies the Gujars, the Emperor sent an 
order on 16th May to Walidad Khan of Malagarh,'”” drawing his attention to the 
anarchy that prevailed on the eastern side of the Jumna’ and charged him to 
juppress it. Then he considered a petition of the shopkeepers of the Lahori gate 
0 the effect that Kashi Nath, the thanadar of their locality demanded a bribe of 
s. 1,000, else, he said, he would send them as prisoners to the Kotwali. Qazi 

i ‘iz was directed to place the said Thanadar under arrest.'|” 
On 17th May in an attempt to rouse the sepoys; to fight the English 

) jefore it was too late, the Emperor went to inspect the fortifications of Salimgarh 
d assured the soldiers that he was associated with them in a common cause. 
hen he arranged for the recruitment of new troops, and looked into the 
ministration of villages. In the words of Chunni Lal, ‘the land holders of the BSR 

‘Ibid. 
Metcalfe—T.N.N.,pp. 27-31. 
Pr. Tr. B.S., pp. Ill ff. 
District Bulandshahr, I. G. IX. p. 50. 
Ibid. 
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Nadholi having attended, the Emperor told them to keep up a proper management ¥ 

in Nadholi, failing which they would be expatriated’!"'. \ 

Some time back the Emperor had sent two messengers to bring news | 

about the English position in Mirath. Now they returned from Mirath and | 

reported that about 1000 European soldiers with some Englishmen, women and 

children were collected there in the Sadr Bazar and had erected fortifications on 

the Suraj Kund on which they had mounted guns, drawn by elephants. They 

further represented that the Gujars were committing highway robberies all along # 

the road from Mirath to Salimpur and had maltreated them too''’. On hearing this 3 

the Emperor was so disconcerted that he thought of making a fresh attempt at 

securing the co-operation of,the Indian Princes and with their help to organize an 

assault on the English at Mirath. Inthe words of Chunni Lal, ‘several missives 1} 

were written and despatched by two, three or four troopers each, directing early | 

and immediate attendance, to Maharaja Narendra Singh of Patiala, Raja Ram jj 

Singh of Jaipur, the Raja of Alwar, and the Rajas of Jodhpur, Kotah, Bundi, | 

etc.!!) At the same time the Emperor charged Hasan Ali Khan of Dojana to raise } 

new troops, cavalry and infantry''*. And he also made an attempt to raise funds, 

A list of the leading merchants of the city was prepared and they were required 

to. provide collectively 5 lakhs of rupees t meet the daily expenses of the troops, 

amounting to 2,500 rupees’! >. He achieved no success. But he did not lose heart, 

He ordered Mirza Mughul to proceed with a strong force towards Mirath to! 

attack any English force assembled there''®, and had also two companies 0 

infantry stationed at the Jumna bridge''”. But Mirza Mughul was not a warrior, 

Although the Emperor had placed at his disposal 4 guns and 4 regiments o} 

infantry and cavalry and charged him positively ‘to blow up the British} 

entrenchments at Mirath, he hesitated and requested that Mirza Aminu’ddin 

Khan, Mirza Ziyau’ddin Khan and Hasan Ali Khan, and other great chiefs 

holding extensive territories might be sent with him; in that case he promised to 

exterminate the English''*. When these amirs who were present made no 

response and remained silent, the Emperor ordered his grandson Mirza Abu Bak 

who was a raw youth in his teens to start with the force'!’. Mirza Abu Bakr 

obeyed and prepared himself to conduct the expedition. The Emperor ordered: 

Mahbub Ali Khan and Hakim Ahsanullah Khan to provide funds for it’. 

Muinu’ddin Hasan tells us the story of Mirza Abu Bakr’s expeditio 

paying, ‘At last under pressure from the King, Mirza Abu Bakr as commander 

1) [bid 
' Pr. Tr. B. S., pp. 112-13. 
"Idem, p. 113 
"4 Ibid. 
"5 Ibid 
116 

Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 99 

Pr: Tr: BOS. p. 113. 

Idem, p. 114. 

1 Ibid. 
1° Ibid. 

17 

118 
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in-chief started with a force on the 25th of May to attack the English at the 
Hindan River. The force consisted of Cavalry and of Field and Horse Artillery 

) The battle began with artillery fire. The Commander-in-chief mounted on to the 
| roof of a house near the River Hindan close to a bridge across the river and 
1 washed the battle. From time to time he sent messages, to his artillery to tell them 
| of the havoc their fire was creating in the English ranks. Near the bridge he 
| placed a battery which carried on an exchange of fire with the Fnelish which 
| became like a conversation of question and answer. Presently a shell burst near 
| the battery, covering the gunner with dust. The Commander-in-chict 
) experiencing for the first time in his life the effects of a bursting shell. hastily 
descended from the roof of the house, mounted his horse. and galloped off with 
his escort of sowars far into the rear of the position, not heeding the cries of his 
troops. A general stampede then took place!" 

From the spies’ reports it appears that in the course of five days (24th to 
28th May, 1857) the Badshahi troops who had been sent across the Hindan to 
make an attack on the 1700 Englishmen—‘entrenched at Mirath. shooting every 
black person who passed by’!**,—went as far as Salimpur. Then they ‘created a 
disturbance and returned on the pretence that no arrangements had been made for 
rasad (provisions) for them'”’. Information was also receiv ed that a small force 
of Europeans was encamped on the banks of the Hindan intending to guard the 
bridge. Troops were ordered out to engage the Europeans'”'. Towards ev ening 
news was received that there had been a fight with the English at the Hindan. It 
transpired that the artillery of the mutineers had been taken and the gunners had 
fled. The firing of the English had been so good that many of the rebels covered 
with dust had gone to hell; many like birds borne on the wing had fled back to 
he city. Report said that there had been a fight at close quarters with swords in 
vhich the English were victorious. Many wounded men with sword and gunshot 
vounds had been brought into the city in doolies (covered stretchers) during the 
night. The Dehli Hindus who had suffered much at the hands of the mutineers 
since their arrival in the city expressed their joy that these wicked men, like 
lecapitated fowls, with bloody wounds had now themselves been tossed hither 
nd thither and had lost all their manhood and bravery. The King ordered 
serves to be sent to the assistance of the mutineers. Mirza Abu Bakr who had 

‘ jommanded, arrived and boasted to the King of his bravery in the fight. The King 
| vas much perplexed; all night he sat, surrounded by his advisers and those who 
"idorned his court, taking counsel and discussing the turn that affairs had 
) aken’.'? This took place on 30th May. ‘On 31st May’, the reports continue, 
‘bodies of cavalry arrived from the Hindan, and impressed every man of every 

ass high and low on whom they could lay hands for transport service. The city 

Metcalfe—T. N. N., pp. 61-62. 
Dethi News, File No. 15, Nos. 120-146. Dated 24th May, 1857. 
Metcalfe—T. N. N.. pp. 107-108. 
Metcalfe—T. N. N., pp. 107-108. 
Ibid. 
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was in great uproar. Many rose to resist such oppression by force of arms. The 

Subadars of the infantry came to the King and represented that a great many 

Mahomedans had fallen in yesterday’s engagement, claiming that they had fallen 

in jihad. It was admitted that as soon as the rebels received a volley from the | 
2126 

English they lost heart and began to return to their city 

This was the first defeat of the Badshahi Army at the hands of the ; 

English. It had serious repurcussions, and in fact sealed the fate of the war. | 

Bahadur Shah had read the situation correctly when he, foreseeing the advance of 4 

the British across the Hindan had pressed his Army to take time by the forelock § 

and attack them before they were prepared, and to expel them completely from 4 

Mirath. He was sorely disappointed by the Army officers including Mirza 4 

Mughul'’’. It fell to the lot of a boy commander — Mirza Abu Bakr — to lead 

the army and fight the first battle of the War of 1857 in Dehli. Mirza Abu Bakr 

had never seen any battle before. He was struck with terror on seeing the shells 7 

burst, killing hundreds of his men; he was stunned at the sight of bloodshed. His 

flight which was a foregone conclusion could have been easily avoided, not by 

sending reinforcements as the Emperor did, but by going into the battlefield f 

personally. The Emperor’s presence alone would have set the matters right. Even 

his death in the battlefield would have been a redeeming feature; it would have 

saved the Royal house from the charge of cowardice. 

According to Zaheer Dehlawi the battle of the Hindan was not an} 

aggressive battle; it was a defensive one. While the sepoys in the Badshahi Army 

were enjoying themselves and had become lax for want of regular parade and 

military exercises and were completely unaware of the British preparations in the 

Mirath region and on the eastern side of Jumna whence they never dreamed of aj 

British attack, one fine morning it was suddenly announced that the British 

troops had crossed the Hindan and were advancing into Ghaziu’ddin Nagar. 

Panic seized them and everybody in the Fort and Palace. The Emperor felt more 

afflicted and embarrassed than anybody else; he had realized the crisis. Unable to 

find any man to lead the troops in that critical moment, he was compelled to ask 

his own grandson Mirza Abu Bakr to take the lead. The helter-skelter'™* that 

followed has been described by Zaheer Dehlawi!” and others.’ 

2° Ibid 
27 Vide, supra 

Shri Nigam charges Bahadur Shah with destroying his own army, and says “The defeated 

Indian troops returned to Delhi. At that time the river Jumna was crossed by a boat bridg 

When Bahadur Shah learnt about the defeat of the Indian force he ordered the boat bridge t0 

be destroyed just when the troops were crossing it. Hundreds of troops were thus drowned 2 nd 

their guns fell into the hands of the British’. Nigam, N. K.—Delhi 1857, pp. 72-73. 

It is dangerous to draw hasty conclusions, the incident like many others in the diaries 0! 

that momentous period of war is not given in an intelligible form. The diaries comprise 

scattered and disconnected notes which less substantiated by other sources in detail cannot 0 

relied upon. Muinu’ddin Hasan’s statement from which the above inference has been drawn 

not confirmed by Jiwan Lal; not is it borne out by Zaheer Dehlawi who gives an eye-witness 

account of the wounded soldiers returning from the battle of the Hindan. And both state tal 
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That Bahadur Shah had foreseen the British aggression is also borne out 
by the statement of Forrest to the effect that General Anson and Sir John 
‘Lawrence had been concerting measures'’! to make an attack upon Dehli 
Previously the British had secured.promises of help from the Rajas of Patiala and 
Jind. By 23rd May their plan of Operations was complete. A British army 
consisting of 300 Europeans, 1000 Indian troops and 22 field guns were to march 
from Ambala and Karnal via Baghpat where they were to join Hewitt’s tro ps 
jrom Mirath; then the united forces were to advance upon Dehli’. But the 
‘udden death of Anson at Karnal (25th May) spoilt the British plan and the attack 
vas postponed and did not come off until 27th May. Then the Mirath contingent 
nder Brigadier Wilson joined at Baghpat the troops headed by Barnard, the 
uccessor of Anson. At daybreak on 30th May, Wilson's contingent reached 
ihaziu’ddin Nagar, a village about a mile on the left bank of the Hindan and nine 
tiles from the city of Dehli. Now the Badshahi troops who had been already sent 
y the Emperor under the command of Mirza Abu Bakr had taken their position 
1a ridge on the opposite bank of the Hindan. As soon as they saw the enemy 
yproach they opened fire so vigorously that it impressed Cave-Browne'. But it as ultimately silenced by the heavy British guns, and the Badshahi troops reated leaving behind their guns. However, they returned the following day, st May. Again they opened fire from the ridge where they had again taken upa od position. An artillery duel began and continued for two hours at the end of lich the British troops made an advance and the Badshahi troops retired though »y continued their fire and managed this time to carry away their guns. 

Great reactions followed the defeats of the Hindan and Ghaziu’ddin gar. The confidence which on 12th May, 1857 the Emperor! had inspired in minds of the inhabitants'*> was shaken; and the hopes of order, discipline and ’sperity, which had dawned, receded. Complaints arose about the difficulty of (ting provisions into the city owing to the shops being closed. ‘Under the “.1g’s orders soldiers were stationed in the bazar to keep the shops open’, says Jian Lal'®®, A letter was received from the Raja of Ballabgarh saying that ‘he imprisoned 11 soldiers, found deserting to their homes with gold mohurs to ik value of 2,060 rupees’. In these circumstances the Emperor wrote the (ejowing letter to his son, Mirza Mughul: 

the sepoys who were defeated 
thirsty and vexed’. 
(i) Zaheer Dehlawi—D.G., Pp. 86-88 and (ii) Metcalfe—T.N.N., Pp. 61-62 and 109. (i) Zaheer Dehlawi—D.., pp. 86-88 and (ii) Metcalfe—T.N.N., Pp. 61-62 and 109. orrest, G.W.—H.I.M., I, pp. 64-70. 
orrest, G.W.—H.I.M., I, pp. 64-70. 
ave-Browne—P. D. I., p. 312. 
lehli Urdu Akhbar, 31st May, 1857, Mutiny Papers, collection No. 2, Vol. 19: No. 22. ide, supra and the Sirajul Akhbar, Mutiny Papers, Box No. I, Vol 13, No. 8 (May 9-15, 857) and No. 9 (May 16-22, 1857) 
letcalfe—T. N. N., p. no. 110. 
etcalfe—T. N.N., p. no. 110. 

in the battle returned to the city, though they were, hungry, 
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“My son! be it known—when the sepoys foot and horse came to me in 

the beginning, | told them plainly that I possess neither army nor wherewithal to 

help them but that I would NOT HOLD MY LIFE DEAR IF MY LIFE WERE 

OF ANY USE TO THEM. When I said this all of them became happy and 

contented: and they promised to lay down their lives in the attempt to carry out 

my orders and in showing me allegiance. Thereupon 1 advised them that their 

first task was to supervise the Magazine and Treasury so well that both these 

things should later prove assets to them as well as to me. Afterwards they 

frequented the Diwan-i Khass, the Diwan-i Amm, the Mahtab Bagh and other 

places inside the Fort and put up and stayed there as they liked. With the object 

of giving them all possible comfort—knowing that they were ignorant and 

unacquainted with the Court Etiquette. —I prohibited my servants from 

intercepting them. Although | had given no word to supply them wherewithal, | 

went out of my way to the extent of borrowing money so that due salary may be 

given to everyone of the sepoys. infantry and cavalry. Many a time, | gave 

warnings that they must not plunder the city and must in no circumstance 

exercise high-handedness over the inhabitants but my warnings have produced no 

effect. 

“By now ten'* days have passed but the sepoys continue to indulge in 

their old vicious habits. True, the sepoy regiments have withdrawn from the 

Diwan-i Khass and the Diwan-i Amm, but they are not carrying out my orders.” 

| had ordered them that they should encamp outside the city, that no one from th 

infantry and cavalry should go about in the city wearing arms and that no on 

should oppress and exploit the inhabitants of the city. But I find that one 

regiment is residing at the Dehli gate, a second at the Ajmeri gate and a third a 

the Lahori gate right inside the city walls. And I find they have plundered som 

of the bazars outright: they carry on their plunder by day and by night. On th 

false pretence that an Englishman is lurking inside, they dash into the people’ 

private dwellings and plunder them: they break open the locks and take away th 

shutters and doors and they plunder the goods in the interior most shamelessly 

Although it is an accepted old convention that the cities and towns which fall int 

the hands of aggressors before the commencement of aggression and bloodsh 

remain exempt from plunder, yet these sepoys do not care to observe this time 

honoured convention. Even Chingiz Khan and Nadir Shah who became notoriou 

for their tyranny used to give amnesty to those cities and towns which ha 

surrendered without*making resistance. | 

‘Moreover these sepoys threaten my servants and the inhabitants of th 

city and harass them. Although | ordered—and have ordered repeatedly—that th 

88 The number ‘ten’ is rather idiomatic than mathematical. (Pr. Tr. B. S., p. 134). 

1 The phrase—they are not carrying out my orders — has a close bearing upon Muinu’dd 

Hasan’s statement previously quoted. ie. “The King repeatedly urged an atlack upon Meet 

but the mutineers delayed. first upon one pretext. then upon another’ (Metcalfe—T. N. N. 

61). This lends strength to the conclusion that the given letter was written on the eve of. 

probably after. the battle of the Hindan 
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sepoy Infantry must’ vacate the Farrashkhana quarter and although | have 
similarly ordered the cavalry to vacate the Mahtab Bagh, yet they have not piven 
up possession of those places. These are the most exalted places into which no 
one—not even a Nadir Shah, an Ahmad Shah or a Governor-General has ever 
come, riding on horseback 

‘Furthermore the sepoys requested me in the beginning that | might 
) allow the princes to hold high commands in the army, and thes pronmused them 
| complete obedience and allegiance: | did according as thes desired that the 
i princes—now army commanders— should be given Adicts so that they should 
} look grand and worthy of the military offices and posts of responsibility and trust 
| they held. They insisted upon my doing this much for them whereby. thes 
contended, they would fed honoured and would enjoy recognition and esteem 
They all insisted that all the European prisoners should be killed at once: even 
this was done to meet their wishes and demands. The same day a circular order 
bearing my royal seal was issued announcing that civil courts had been opened in 
the city; but the inhabitants took no notice of this 

‘Apart from all this it is worth noting that whenever a high and 
responsible officer of the British Government came into the Fort. he dismounted 
from his horse at the gate of the Diwan-i Amm whence he proceeded on foot. But 
these sepoys come riding on horseback and dash into the Diwankhana and 
Jilokhana while they are underdressed and wear no turbans on their heads. | hes 
do not know how to pay homage and how to observe etiquette at the court. While 
attending the durbar the sepoy officers pay no heed to their dress: they use fopis 
as headgear instead of turbans and keep their swords hanging about. Not even the 
British officers did so during the period of British rule. 

“These sepoys have spoilt and wasted all the material of the Magazine 
and they have squandered the amounts of money in the Treasury, Then they 
clamoured for increment in their daily allowance: that too was granted. Although 
hey have got the increment more than their numbers warranted. yet they lay 
severe hands on the shopkeepers and oppress them in different ways: they take 

| edibles from them but do not pay the price. 
‘As for the condition outside the city it should be noted that these sepoys 

0 not proceed to the countryside to look after the functioning of the government 
achinery. Consequently hundreds of people are killed and thousands robbed 

“As for the administration of the city it should be noted that our men and 
Netionaries are not sufficient in number to be able to cope with the 

dministrative problems of all the districts: no tahsildars and no police officers 
re available. No one from the sepoy infantry and cavalry ever go to the 
ountryside. In which case there might have been a hope of improvement in 

‘\dministration. 
‘In these circumstances it has become tremendously difficult to maintain 

ansit of goods and provisions and to keep open the commissariat: and it is now 
\@ilmost impossible to collect revenue. 
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‘As an unavoidable result of all this, chaos in the city and country has 

become imminent. And to crown all the sepoys accuse the royal servants saying, | 

They are hostile to us’. Then they imperiously and haughtily demand of them! 

their own daily allowance. In compliance with my personal orders these servants 

of mine show kindness to them and are even meek to them; they humour then 

and show them every indulgence. In spite of all this the sepoys are not happy. 

‘THIS BEING THE TRUE STATE OF AFFAIRS HOW CAN ONE: 

POSSIBLY SUPPOSE THAT THESE SEPOYS DESIRE IMPROVEMEN 

AMD WELFARE OF THIS COUNTRY OR THAT THEY WANT TO SHO 

ALLEGIANCE TO OUR AUTHORITY? 

‘There is still another point which demands consideration. In the treas 

there is no money left. As for the mahajans and merchants of the city, so much} 

have they been fleeced and ruined that they are not in a position to advance 

further loan. On the horns of this dilemma how and for how long can payment 0 

the sepoys’ daily allowance continue, and what will be the plight if and when on 

day the supply of food from the countryside being cut off the commissariat j 

closed down and the sepoys’ allowance is discontinued? 

‘OVER AND ABOVE THIS THE FUN IS THAT WHILE THE | 

SEPOYS THEMSELVES COMMIT MISCHIEF AND THE MISDEED 

WHICH ENTAIL ALL KINDS OF EVILS, THEY THROW THE BLAME Oh 

AND ACCUSE THE ROYAL SERVANTS. THIS IS A SITUATION WHICHE 

BRINGS TO MIND THE PROVERB—THE THIEF PLAYS THE 

POLICEMAN. 
‘The sum and substance is that when the army is in this bad, dirty, untidy? 

state, my kingship will obviously go to dogs and will be ruined. My destitutio 

and helplessness having so aggravated and reached such a pitch, I have made it 

point to spend the rest of my life in undisturbed devotion to God, biddiny 

goodbye to kingship which abounds in unending troubles and disasters. I hat 

resolved to go first to the shrine of Khwaja Sahib whence after making propél 

arrangements I should leave for Mecca. ; 

‘It should also be noted that when the sepoys had arrived from Mirall 

then the royal servants and the inhabitants of the city made no resistane 

whatsoever. They did them no harm, nor did they do anything adverse to then 

and detrimental to their interests. So in no way do the inhabitants of the cif 

deserve ill of the sepoys; in no way can, fairly speaking, the lives, honour al 

property of the inhabitants be imperilled and destroyed. NOW ON BEHALF 01 

MY SUBJECTS AND PLAYING THE ROLE OF THEIR SPOKESMAN 

CALL UPON THE SEPOYS TO REALIZE THE SITUATION THAT Hf 

RESULTED. I ask the sepoys to think why we should continue to participate If 

their doings and why we should make our sons their partners and helpers. 

‘The oppression and tyranny which the sepoys are now exercising allt 

inflicting call for serious thinking on our part. I consider THAT OPPRESSIO 

AND TYRANNY DEROGATORY TO MY KINGSHIP. I consider this 

derogation that being a king I should ally myself with these sepoys and approv 
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bf their killing and plundering the innocent inhabitants of the city. Here is a point worth considering: on the one hand there should be love and friendship and koodwill between myself as king and my subjects and on the other hand my army ‘hould commit such misdeeds as not even the enemy forces would commit: and et the said army should consider their misdeeds an act of merit HAD THES \EPOYS ACQUITTED THEMSELVES WISELY AND WELL. PRO | TING )HE SUBJECTS AND LOOKING AFTER) THEIR INTERESTS DENTIFYING THEMSELVES WITH THE ROYAL SERVANTS AND THUS VINDING THE ROYAL FAVOUR, THEY WOULD HAVE IN THAT CASI ‘ARNED MY APPRECIATION AND ADMIRATION. We had entertained \ypes that by discharging their duties and responsibilities in this manner the ‘poys would promote and help the maintenance of peace 
“My son! you should summon the infantry and cavalry officers and »plain fully all these points to them and make them understand the same. If they lly desire to serve and promote the interests of my empire they should give a itten bond and agreement, the draft of which will be forwarded to them. In ler to give them assurance we will also on our part write a bond They must e up their excesses and indulgence in Oppression and high-handedness. and y must not commit the misdeeds which they have been committing up till v. Let the infantry troops carry away their tents from the city and out of the this very day. If anyone of the sepoys will be found killing or plundering any the inhabitants his guilt being proved he will be awarded such condign ishment as should serve as a deterrent to others; others must know that by umitting such misdeeds they cannot escape punishment. 
‘This done, one regiment or several should, armed with royal orders, eed into the country to put an end to tumult and disorder: they should be ~loyed in maintaining peace. These regiments must proceed to the work thus -ogned to them with a light heart and without murmuring. Imprudently and ‘waciously they must not make unreasonable requests for acquiring control of | Magazine and Commissariat. The regiments thus told off would be entitled to tum when and if it were fully ascertained that the English troops had closed on hea. In that case they would be free to fight in whatever manner and according 
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No one of the kings and no one of the war-mongers of history has through the {) 

ages oppressed a person who has surrendered and sued for peace. To such a 4 

person all kings and conquerors have given free choice and option to adopt and | 

pursue his own way. 
V 

“You should speak to the sepoys and tell them that out of the two @ 

stipulations mentioned above they must accept one, and the same should be | 

inserted in their petition which must be signed, sealed and confirmed by their 

officers. That petition you should forward to us. ; 

‘My son! you must not take this lightly. On account of old age and} 

feebleness | cannot bear all the loads on my shoulders. It is not a child’s play to i 

rule a people and at the same time to keep an army under control!*’”. J 

From the internal evidence of this letter which is undated it appears that 4 

it was written either on the eve, or after the battles, of the Hindan and 

Ghaziu'ddin Nagar. The probability is that it was written in the midst of the 

reactions which had followed the defeat and flight of the Badshahi Army. It was 

then that Bahadur Shah felt terribly disgusted with the undesirable elements in j 

his Army almost in the same way as a father feels disgusted with his unworthy 

sons. Then it was that he sent for his sons and grandsons—Mirza Mughul, Mirza 

Abu Bakr and Mirza Abdullah and expressed his anger at their sympathy with the 

sepoys. warning them that one day they would be hanged as soon as the English’ 

entered the city’. “My fate’, he said, ‘may be thus expressed: f 

‘Kafan pahan kar zindagi ke aiyyam kisi bagh men guzar doonga’ 

(For the rest of my life 1 shall live in the seclusion of some garden 

clothed in my winding-sheet)'"| 

And it was about this'? time that Bahadur Shah had heard the news of 

the preparations in the British Camp for an assault on the city of Dehli. Says 

Jiwan Lal, ‘It was reported that 9 regiments of British infantry, 3 regiments 0 

cavalry with field batteries and siege train had arrived at Alipur’. On hearing thi 

in the durbar of 3rd June, the Emperor discussed with the Army chiefs their 

chances of defending the city. ‘The mutineer chiefs’, continues Jiwan Lal 

‘declared their ability to defend the city. The King inquired at what points it w 

proposed to oppose the English. The places stated were Dhirajki Pahari 

Kenghur'** Purtosa!* near the garden of Mahaldar; also at Salimpur. The force’ 

to be collected at each spot were to be specified, and an early attack on the ci 

was anticipated’.'"° 

| 
'40 Translated by the writer from the original Urdu text. Vide Zakaullah—T.U. A.S.1. pp. 69h 

695. Cf Proceedings of the Trial of Bahadur Shah, pp. 134-135 or Trial of the ex-King @ 

Delhi, pp. 201-204. 

‘4 Metcalf—T. N. N.. p. HI. } 

"2 3rd June. 1857. 
| 

These names are not in their original forms 

fe These names are not in their original forms 

‘88 Metealfe—T.N.N.. p. 112. 
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| At all events the above letter is a positive evidence of Bahadur Shah's 

| sincerity of purpose. While it shows that good many of the sepoys and perhaps 

some of the officers had been disobedient and had been misbehay ing. it absolyes 

} the Emperor from all responsibility for the consequences. This letter also shows 

1 how morally strong Bahadur Shah was in the midst of troubles and atflictions: 

not only was he conscientious but also possessed a waketul and resourcetul 
+ mind. He was by no means apathetic or indifferent to the problems of war and 

| administration; he was intent upon all these. And he was hopetul amidst bailin 
| and was ready to evolve new plans to meet a rapidly aggravating situation 

| Where robust and youthful commanders would have shuddered and pated. ted or 
| committed suicide, the aged Bahadur Shah stuck to his guns, knowing the value 

of persistence, tenacity as well as of life. However, he did not hesitate to express 
his displeasure, on noticing instances of the shameful conduct of the sepoys, and 
held out threats to quit the Fort, to renounce the world and to commit suicide. But 
these threats were really intended to work out a psychological change in the 
Sepoys and to make them zealous in war: these were intended to give the 
delinquents in the Army a fresh chance to start with a clean slate by atoning for 
the past and by promising under a written bond to remain loyal to the State and to 
the cause of the Mutiny till the end. The thread were noble and the motives 
behind these threats were nobler still. The threats were a picture of a desperate 
and agitated mind, but the constructive suggestions which attended them 
reflected also a mind which was at once thoughtful, legal and constitutional 

The victorious British troops had halted after the battle of Ghaziu’ddin 
Nagar. They were reinforced on the Ist of June by a battalion of the Gurkhas 
commanded by Major Reid. On 7th June they advanced: and crossing the Jumna 
at Baghpat reached their headquarters at Alipur. Then it was resolved to proceed 
to Dehli without delay. But news spread in the British Camp that the Royal Army 
was preparing to oppose the British advance and had with this object occupied a 
‘strongly fortified position at Badli-ki-Serai. Says Forrest. ‘The position which the 
rebels had chosen was admirably formed by nature for withstanding the march of 

| ‘an attacking force, and was capable of being made strong. They held a large 
| enclosed building with a strong gate called the Serai (resting-place of travellers) 
| f Badli. It stood on the left of the road and the camp was grouped about it. 

bout a hundred and fifty yards in front of the serai on a small natural elevation, 
he enemy had made a sandbag battery of four heavy guns and an 8-inch 
owitzer. To the right of the Serai was a small village whose mud walls and 
nclosures and gardens offered a strong cover for infantry. The ground on either 
ide of the road was intersected with water-cuts and generally swampy, while 
early parallel to the road on the right, at the distance of about a mile, ran the 
anal, spanned by numerous bridges’."” The British troops crossed the canal at 
idnight, and at daybreak an artillery duel began. But the royal artillery proved 
uch superior. Thereupon the 75th regiment of the British troops made a 

“© Forrest, G. W—H. I. M.. pp. 72-73. 
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desperate attack upon the Royal Army and defeated them completely. The sepoys {| 

fled leaving their guns behind, and their camp fell into the hands of the British § 

who pursued them. The victors then seized Badli-ki-Serai and occupied the 4 

whole area and suburbs of Sabzi-Mandi including Hindu Rao’s House.'”” 4 

It was in the course of preparation for this battle that the Emperor was i 

approached on 3rd June 1857 to declare jihad on the English’, and immediately © 

in the words of Jiwan Lal, ‘ail the remaining bungalows were destroyed and i 

fired. Ghaziu’ddin Nukur, the zamindar of Poonah'”? and Satgaon'*’, issued 

notification that no supplies were to be given to the English; every straggler from 

the English Army was to be murdered, if caught, the village obeying these 

instructions to be held hereafter rent free. Other zamindars took similar action, 

showing their hatred of the English and sympathy with the King’. Great hopes 7 

were built in the Dehli circles on the results of the forthcoming battle; and 

confidence having returned ‘a meeting of the bankers was held under the orders 

of the King and one lakh of rupees was subscribed and a promise was given ofa } 

second lakh payable in 4 days 5! Then the Royal Army erected two batteries in 

front of the Serai; they had also fixed there several heavy guns to sweep the § 

whole of the open ground; and to give effect to their guns they placed at intervals 

large gumlas (earthen jars)’ painted whife to enable them more accurately to 

mark the distances and to regulate the elevation of their guns’.'*? On 6th June 

news having reached the Royal Camp that the English would enter the city that | 

night, the Emperor had the ramparts of the city lined with soldiery. Hakim 

Ahsanullah Khan was ordered to serve out rations. One hundred maund of atta 

and dal were taken from Dwalli Baniyah. The city kotwal was ordered to have 

ample provisions ready, and 24 guns were sent to the front to oppose the English 

advance; and all the approaches to the city including the bridges were 

destroyed.'* The Emperor was doing everything in his power to encourage the 

Army to fight well. According to Jiwan Lal’s entry of 7th June ‘orders were 

issued through the police that each sweetmeat seller was instantly to prepare 

twelve rupees’ worth of sweet-meats to be sent out to the victorious troops to 

reward them for their bravery, seventy sowars from Alipur having reported that 

they had defeated the English force and pursued it for six miles’.'®* Jiwan Lal 

further says that sixteen carts of provision for the English forces having been 

seized by the Gujars, the carts were taken to the King and were plundered by the 

Idem, p. 77. Vide Map of the War of 1857 in Delhi. 

Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 113. 
Names of parganas in the vicinity of Dehli. 

Names of parganas in the vicinity of Dehli. 

Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 113. 

Vide (i) Map of the War of 1857 in Dehli (ii) Cave-Browne—The Punjab and Delhi in 1857, 

Vol. I, p. 318. 

Vide (i) Map of the War of 1857 in Dehli Cave-Browne—The Punjab and Delhi in 1857, Vol. 

I, p. 318. 

Metcalfe—T. N, N., p. 115. 
Idem, p. 116. 
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city Musalmans under the King’s orders.'*° Furthermore, he says, “A. sowar arrived from Badli Serai to inform the King that the mutineers would engave the English; that day at midday and that the English had sent spies into the camp of the mutineers in the disguise of 4th Native Infantry who were acting as the King’s bodyguard. A fight had ensued and the English had taken possession of the camp of the mutineers. Heavy firing continued all day till 4 P.M. Sey enteen guns fell into the hands of the English who advanced as far as Mubarak Bayh on the road to Sabzi-Mandi; and the mutineers retired to the city leaving the countryside into the hands of the English Only Mahommedans were killed. in this fight, and no Hindus. Ammunition and supplies were constantly despatched _ in the direction of the battlefield. The city people poured volleys of abuse upon the mutineers who were seen returning to the city, accusing them of cowardice’.'*” 
Like the defeats at the Hindan and Ghaziu'ddin Nagar the defeat of the Royal Arms at Badli-ki-Serai created a panic in the city; many shops were closed. In his entry of 10th June Jiwan Lal says, ‘The King issued a proclamation for the forcible opening of all the shops in the city’.'* He was extremely perplexed and in the course of his diligent search for a man who might be brave enough to attack the English before they attacked the city, he made a choice of General Samad Khan and called him to a private interview, According to the information of Jiwan Lal, ‘General Samad Khan agreed to attack the English if placed in command of the King’s troops. The King ordered his appointment as commander-in-chief with the presentation of the usual khila‘t. A proclamation was issued to the army to muster and advance under the generalship of Samad Khan when victory would be their reward. About 10 o'clock a force of 1,800 Sepoys and 12-horse guns issued from the Lahore Gate and Kashmiri Gate. On eaching the English position Samad Khan communicated with the English to say hat he had been sent by the Raja of Jhajjar to join the English force. This feint lid not succeed, and an order was issued to attack. About 100 English were silled; the English then pushed forward their artillery. The General came under ire, and immediately retreated leaving several fieldpieces behind him. The force etreated through the Kashniri Gate into the city. Artillery fire was then opened ‘om the Kashmiri Gate bastions. The whole force by the evening returned within 

Idem, p. 116. 
Idem, pp. 117-118. 
Ibid. 
Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 119. 
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adjacent to the Grand Trunk Road. Rising 60 feet above the level of the city with 

an average distance of a mile from the city walls, this Ridge served the English 

well both as a place of defence and a vantage point for offence.’ And Hindu 

Rao’s house in the possession of the British wa: the keypoint of their position. 

The Royal Army wanted to capture it. And with this object in view they made 

several sorties. on the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th June 1857 but were always 

repulsed. The sortie of 12th June aimed furthermore at the capture of the 

Metcalfe House which lay close to the river, but was equally a failure. In the 

course of the next few days the English set about planning to take the city by a 

coup de main; but before their plans were mature the Royal Army made another 

attack on the Hindu Rao house on 17th June. They were repulsed after a hard and 

close fight, which became known as the battle of the ‘Idgah mound which lay on 

the right of Hindu Rao’s house. Here the Royal Army had intended to construct a 

battery but were prevented from doing so by the British. Here too, a bitter fight 

took place comprising a hot musketry fire under the joint command of Major 

Tombs and Major Reid. 

After two days another sortie was reported. Says Forrest, “On the 19th 

secret notice of a sortie having been received, the picquets were reinforced and in 

the afternoon threatened the whole of our position, whilst a large body filed 

unobserved through the gardens and suburbs to our right. About sunrise some 

flying sowars announced that the enemy were about to attack our rear. The ¥ 

infantry were employed guarding the picquets from the attack in front, and only 

some few troops were in carnp. Twelve guns and some four or five hundred 

cavalry under Brigadier Grant were quickly collected and sent forward to meet J 

them. They found the enemy strongly supported by infantry posted in wall 

gardens. against which our artillery could make but little impression. Their guns 

poured forth a quick and well-directed fire, and the infantry from the gardens 

shot down our artillerymen and horses. As long as it was light, the steady fire of 

our guns and the dashing charges of the cavalry succeeded in keeping the rebels 

in check. But in the dusk of the evening their superior numbers began to tell, and 

they very nearly succeeded in turning our flank, and for some time two guns 

were in great jeopardy. All was now in confusion, and the darkness of the night 

began to increase the disorder when the infantry came up, dashed forward, and 

cutting a lane through the rebels, rescued the guns. The firing on both sides 

gradually ceased, and our infantry being much too weak in numbers to attack the 

our troops again advanced to attack the enemy, but found only a strong picquet 

which was easily driven back, and we captured a gun and two waggons which 

they had left the night previous. The force had scarcely returned to camp when 

the enemy again made their appearance, pushed on their guns and opened fire 

Our troops promptly turned out in force and the enemy. quickly dispersed ie 

100 Vide ForrestH. I. M.. L. p. 78. 

Forrest. G. W.—H. I. M.. L. pp. 89-92. lol 
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Forrest's confessions regarding the superior artillery and firing of the 
Badshahi Army finds confirmation: in the diary of Jiwan Lal who testifies to the 
high ability of Quli Khan, an artilleryman in Badshahi service, saying “Quli 
Khan distinguished himself by his exertions keeping up a constant fire trom the 
bastions at the English: the whole city was full of his praises. The Kine cheered 
by the prowess of this man, ordered one hundred maunds ot vunpowder to be 
prepared, Salt-petre and charcoal were purchased’. The same day the fnelish 
established a battery in full view of the Kashmiri Gate and opened fire on it But 
the fire of the Badshahi artillery confounded the English so much that thes lost 
all courage and were disheartened! 

It appears from Jiwan Lal’s account of 12th June that the | Mperor now 
took stock of the situation: and finding that his Army had made no progress 
‘expressed anger at the apathy of the mutineers who were making no serious 
attempt to drive off the English: the (King) chided the chief at not having vained 
a single victory’.'"’ “The following day (13th June) the whole force was mustered 
including the sappers and miners, and the King’s Bodyguard. and marched out of 
the Kashmiri Gate to give battle to the English. (Some time later) a sowar arrived 
from the battlefield and reported that the Sepoys had reached the Kaband and 
came under the artillery fire of the English. The mutineers having lost twenty 
cavalry and sixty sepoys by the fire. the whole force was retreating, the regiments 
reported as having set the example being the mutineers from Umballa’.”! On 
I4th June about 3 P.M. *6,000 sepoys with 12 guns marched out of the city. A 
fight ensued. in which loss occurred on both sides. Reserves were sent up. Heavy 
artillery fire lasted the whole night. Early in the morning on 15th June seven 
canon balls fell in the King’s Palace. Ten thousand mutineers were let out of the 
city at midnight to attack the English camp. Many fell on both sides but the 
troops could make no headway against the heavy fire of the English and returned 
in great disorder to the city’. On the 16th again a fight took place between the 
/Sepoys and the English. It was indecisive as usual: many were killed.'°’ On the 
‘17th an order was issued to Qazi Faizullah Beg to prepare provisions for the 
troops that were about to attack the English. Forty cannonballs were picked up 
this day, fired from the English Camp. Many persons were killed by them. It was 

-jreported to the King (in the Durl ur) that three batteries had been constructed—at 
Dir Chuki Hill and also on the ‘Idgah—and that they (mutineers) intended to 
attack the English. Later on in the day the English attacked the-"Idgah battery and 
rove the mutineers out of it, capturing two guns’.'°° On the 18th reinforcements 
ame to the Royal Army from Nasirabad. On the 19th the officers of the 
asirabad troops attended the Royal durbar and made special preparations for an 

62 
Metcalfe—T. N. N.. p. 121. 

® (i) Metealfe—T. N. N.. p. 120. 
(ii) D. N. 20th June, 1857. 
Metcalfe—T. N. N.. p. 121. 

°° Idem. p.- 123), 
°° Ibid. 
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attack on the English Camp. The attack materialized on 20th June. A severe 

engagement followed, in which many were killed.’ 

Every day the usual fighting took place endjing indecisively in an 

artillery duel. The 23rd of June was a special day, being the centenary of Plassey 

and the first day of the month of Zilqada for the Musalmans and the festival of 

Jatra for the Hindus. On this day took place the battle of Sabzi-Mandi whence the 

Royal Army advanced to the rear of Hindu Rao’s house, ‘and made such a 

vigorous attack on a British Battery commanded by Major Reid that Major Reid 

could not help paying them a tribute: “No men could have fought better. They 

charged the Rifles, the Guides, and my own men again and again; and at one time 

| thought | must have lost the day. The cannonade from the city, and the heavy 

guns which they had brought out raged fast and furious, and completely enfiladed 

the whole of my position. Thousands were brought against my mere handful of 

men, but I knew the importance of my position and was determined to do my 

utmost to hold it till reinforcements arrived’.'’ observed Major Reid. ‘After a 

while’, says Forrest, ‘the reinforcements came, and an attempt was made from 

the Mound Battery to drive the rebels from the Sabzi-Mandi, which with its 

narrow lanes, mud walls, enclosures and flat-roofed houses offered good cover to 

infantry; and from wall and roof the enemy poured forth a stream of fire on the 

advancing troops. The men fell fast, stricken: by the bullets of the foe and the 

fierce rays of the sun. Thrice were the streets cleared, but when the soldiers tried 

to force the houses, the enemy returned from every lane and renewed their 

murderous fire. ‘The mass then got into the Sabzi-Mandi and gardens on our 

right and made repeated attacks on the rear of Hindu Rao’s house and on the 

mound. Our fellows followed them three times into the Sabzi-Mandi, but they got 

into houses and closed the doors on themselves; and when our troops withdrew, 

came out again and fired away.’ Through the whole of the hot tropical day did 

the battle rage, and it was not until evening had closed that the enemy returned 

into the city having lost over a thousand men’.'” 

The battle ended in British victory, and Sabzi-Mandi was now in their 

possession; and they fortified it so well connecting it by a line of breastworks and 

picquets with the Ridge that further attacks by the Royal Army on the rear of the 

British Camp were rendered impossible. 

The following day (24th June) General Chamberlain, commander of the 

British siege train in the Panjab; arrived at the Ridge to fill the post of Adjutant- 

General of the British Army. And his arrival was followed by that of the 

reinforcements from the Panjab. About the same time (Ist and 2nd July) 

reinforcements also came to the Royal Army. 

167 

168 

169 

Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 124. 

Forrest, G. W.—H. I. M., vol. L, p. 94. 
Idem., p. 95. 
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UNABLE TO DRIVE THE ENGLISH FROM THE RIDGE 
(2nd July-25th August 1857) 

The given period (2nd July-25th August) presents a momentous scene in the drama of the war of 1857 in which the most IMportant actor is General Bakht Khan. Bakht Khan or Bakhtawar Khan being his sobriquet, his name was 
Muhammad Bakhsh, his father’s name being Abdullah Khan He hailed trom Sultanpur'” and had sprung on the paternal side from the Rohila stock of Ghulam Qadir Rohila and on the maternal side from the Oudh tamily of Nawab 

| Shujau’d-Dawla'”'. Jiwan Lal reports his descent twice over. The first report says; The General pointed out that he was the descendant of the same family as the King of Dehli and asked the King to satisfy himself that this was true’ ! The second report says, ‘Bakht Khan represented that he was a native of Sultanpur in Lakhnao and related to the royal family of Oude and requested that the truth of his statements might be inquired into’.!” Regarding his antecedents only this much is known that he had served the East India Company as the chief Indian officer of a field battery of the artillery at Jalalabad in the First Afghan War. On his return from Afghanistan he was made Subadar of the Artillery at Nimuch whence he came over to Bareilly after the outbreak of the Mutiny. There he helped Khan Bahadur Khan, grandson of Hafiz Rahmat Khan, the last ndependent ruler of Rohilkhand, rise to eminence as Nawab Nazim under the Mughal Emperor Bahadur Shah. According to Forrest, Bakht Khan then assumed he title of Brigadier and drove ey ery evening in the carriage of the murdered 3rigadier (Sibbald) escorted by a large staff.'"* Afterwards he proceeded to Xampur, Moradabad and Rajabpur en route to Dehli which he reached on 2nd uly, with a formidable reinforcement! ™, for the Royal Army.” ‘On the Ist and nd July’, says Forrest, ‘the Rohilkund mutineers arrived at Delhi marching cross the bridge of boats within full view of the spectators from our Camp osted on the Ridge. They consisted of four regiments of infantry, one of cavalry, ‘horse battery and two post guns, and were commanded by one Bakht Khan, an Id subadar of artillery. He was well-known to many officers of that arm in 

War of 1857 in Dehli 
S41 

' 

; 

’ 

? 

Sultanpur—a town in Oudh 34 miles south of Ajodhya was the scene of an outbreak of revolt caused by the 13th Bengal irregular cavalry on Tuesday morning, 9th June (Hall, C_—H. 1. M., I, p. 247). 
Najmul Ghani—Akhbaru 's Sanadid Il, 35: Ajkal, Dehli; August 1957, pp. 97-102 Metcalfe—T. N. N., pp. 134, 146. Without mentioning his authority Cooper says, *Bakht Khan came from a family of Hindu extraction but was converted under temptation of territorial acquisition’, (Cooper—Crisis in the Punjab, Pp. 201). This is not correct Metcalfe—T. N. N., pp. 134, 146. Without mentioning his authority Cooper says, ‘Bakht Khan came from a family of Hindu extraction but was converted under temptation of territorial acquisition’. (Cooper—Crisis in the Punjab, p. 201). This is not correct. Forrest —H. I. M., III. p. 309. 
Forrest—H. I. M., I. p. 90. It appears that a large number of the mujahideen accompanied Bakht Khan from Rampur, Moradabad and Rajabpur in the vicinity of Amroha where he had halted in the course of his journey to Dehli. Vide (i) Najmul Ghani—Akhbaru-s Sanadid I. pp. 36 ff; (ii) Zaheer Dehlawi—D. G., p. 97. 
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camp. They described him as a big fat man, obsequious, fond of the society of 

Europeans. and very intelligent’.'”° 

The aged Emperor who needed badly a general, able to build discipline 

in his army, welcomed Bakht Khan and ‘grasped his hand in token of friendship’, 

and considering him the right man he appointed him commander-in-chief’”’ and 

also awarded him a persoaal distinction by calling him farzand (honoured son), / 

Mirza Mughul who had hitherto been the commander-in-chief and whose 

authority had been uncontrolled in all matters relating to the Army was made 

Adjutant-General!”™. It is said Mirza Mughul did not like this change: and in 

course of time frictions arose between the two contestants. But a minor friction'” 

of 17th July apart, which was removed on a personal intervention from the 

Emperor, the two appear to have w orked amicably till the end of the period when 

Bakht Khan’s hold over the military and civil administration of which he had 

been put in charge began to shake'*’, and complaints against him began to arise, 

Referring to the good effect of Bahadur Shah’s intervention, Major Harriott the 

Judge Advocate-General remarked, ‘I think this is conclusive of the three!*! 

conspiring, consulting and agreeing together!” ; 

At the time of Bakht Khan’s arrival the British position was weak, even 

critical. The numbers of the white-skinned troops who alone could be relied upon ; 

was small: their base of operations was unsafe; their camp was not immune 

against diseases, and treachery was not unknown. They were still on the 

defensive, anxious to conserve their energies and avoid unnecessary loss of lives. 

The untimely death of General Anson, who had been commander-in-chief at the! 

time of the outbreak of the Mutiny at Karnal while he was intending to proceed 

to Dehli on 24th May 1857 followed by that of his successor Sir Henry Barnard 

on Sth July 1857, both falling victim to cholera, combined with the precarious 

health of Reed the next incumbent of the post, had tended to create a bad omen. 

And 12 days after Barnard’s death, Reed had to proceed (17th July 1857) on sick 

leave, passing the command of the British army to General Wilson. Referring t 

the difficult position of the new General, Cooper observes. “There is, we believe: 

no parallel in the annals of warfare to the position of Major-General Wilso 

When he assumed command of the: indomitable little band before Delhi on 201 

© Porrest—H. 1 M.. L. pp. 96-97 

~A shield. a sword. and the title of General were bestowed on Muhammed Bakht Khan. and hi 

\was appointed commander-in-chiel of the whole of the forces” (Metcalfe—T. N.N.. p. 134). 

8 Ibid 
Pr. Tr BLS. p. 149 

‘88 Tf Jiwan Lal be credited Bakht Khan’s powers were restricted on 15th July 1857. Vi 

Metcalfe T. N. N.. p. 152. It is reported that under pressure trom the Army officers t 

Emperor then appointed three Generals of Division: *Mirza Mughul and officers we 

summoned by the King and ordered to select three Generals of Division, placing ei 

regiments of infantry and two of cay alry under each. Under these circumstances the Bareil 

Brigade alone remained under General Bakht Khan (/dem, p. 152). 

Le the Emperor. Mirza Mughul and Bakht Khan. 

82 pr Tr BS. p. 149 

181 
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- 
and artillery) consisting of only about 2.200 Europeans and 1,500 natives. in all 
3.700 bayonets while the enemy were literally numberless, in perfect preparation 
behind strong defences and perfectly equipped’.!** Cooper may well have added 
that Bakht Khan, the new Commander-in-chief of the Royal Army. Was an 
experienced general, capable of inspiring the sepoys with confidence and. ot 
giving them a lead in fighting. Knowing that Bakht Khan was aware of their 
weaknesses the British officers were impressed by him: and their writers have 
spoken highly of him though sarcastically’ also. They described him as a cley er 

| man of large body with a height of 5 feet 10 inches and a chest. 34 inches round. 
| possessing varied eXperiences of 40-year-long service under the Fast India 
Company”. But Bakht Khan—literally lord of good fortune — was not favoured 
by luck: he was luckless as Zakaullah calls him sareastically “And it was a 
herculean task which Bakht Khan on his appointment as Commander-in-chiet of 
the Royal Army was called upon to perform building discipline in the Army, 
restoring peace in the city, stopping plunder and oppression of the inhabitants, 
making new regulations and executing new plans, and finally driving the English 
from the Ridge. Bakht Khan applied himself strenuously to this task: but while he 
succeeded to some extent in improving discipline in the Army and also in 
restoring peace in the city he failed completely in driving the English from the 
Ridge. 
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July, the numerical foree at his command (exclusive of small bodies of cavalry 

1 
J } 

j 

The troopers who had been occupying the exalted places like the Diwan-i 
Khass and the Royal gardens were made to withdraw from these as well as to 
vacate the crowded parts of the city whence they had been accustomed to collect 
money through plunder and illicit means. Now they encamped in protected 
slaces'*’ outside, and were called to the parade every morning at a fixed hour. 
After the parade which used to be held frequently from the Ajmere gate right up 
o the Dehli gate and sometimes at other places. Bakht Khan spoke to them 
sindly and comforted them: and a special message from the Emperor was 

-nnounced to every regiment to the effect that ‘each man who went out to the 
 pattlefield and each man who distinguished himself would receive a grant of 5 
» dighas of land and receive honorary posts’'**. After the parade General Bakht 
khan rode to the Magazine and examined the Park of Artillery. Thus he satisfied 
“himself daily as to the efficiency of the army as well as that of arms. Good 
Weports about these having reached the Indians on the other side. some of them in 

Cooper—Crisis in the Punjab, p. 183 
+ Keith has given a caricature of Bakht Khan with sarcastic remarks Vide Keith-—Delhi-/857 

p. 178. 
° Cooper—Crisis in the Punjab, p. 201 

Zakaullah calls Bakht Khan, Kambakht Khan, ie. chief of the luckless. 
The Bareilly troops were lodged in Kalan Mahal: some were lodged in Salimgarh and 
Hammam Kothi and so on. Bakht Khan himself was Posted along with some troops under his 
charge outside the city. (Metcalfe 
Metcalle—T.N_N.. p. 142. 

T.N.N.. pp. 134-135 
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the British camp are reported to have rallied to the Emperor. So did, for instance, 

good many Sikhs who joined the Royal Army according to Jiwan Lal'®, | 

Moreover the troops applied themselves under the Emperor’s orders to helping 

the collection of revenues. When Walidad Khan, Collector of Revenues, sought 

aid from the Emperor to realise his revenue. ‘Bakht Khan was ordered to 

despatch immediately troops to bring the defaulting tenants to their senses'”””. On 

another occasion, according to reports, 50 sepoys were enlisted and sent to assist 

Walidad Khan in collecting revenue'’'’; orders were also issued to the Chief of 

Rewari to collect the revenue and pay the amount into the treasury’””. The 

attempts of the English officers to collect revenue for themselves from Baghpat 

were foiled,'”’ and collections of revenue from Farrukhnagar and other places 

were made.'”* In the city a vigorous search about spies and suspicious characters 

was instituted, and many places of secret communications and supplies to the 

British were stopped. Some butchers caught red-handed carrying meat to the 

British camp were decapitated'”’. Similarly an attempt to carry provisions for 

Englishmen was intercepted by Bakht Khan personally; twenty carts loaded with 

provisions sent by the Maharaja of Patiala to the British Camp were captured’, 

Jiwan Lal himself was arrested and exposed. He was charged with sending news 

to the British and with causing Brahmins 18 pray for the restoration of the English 

and for the defeat of the King. He was also accused of treason and held guilty for 

calling the Sepoys ‘faithless traitors’. Furthermore regular payments for the 

royal servants were arranged'”’; and the Emperor, at least for some time, was 

relieved from worries about the payment of salaries to the Army'”’. In a word 

there was an all-round improvement; and Bahadur Shah’s position was better 

than before, and his prestige was exalted. Before the arrival of Bakht Khan the 

Royal Palace used to be thronged by undesirable people and the Emperor was 

assailed by loud cries and addressed sometimes disrespectfully'”. Now not only 

was all this stopped but Bahadur Shah asserted himself in right royal manner. He 

embellished the Diwan-i Khass and restored its dignity having excluded all 

armed men from it. Youths without turbans were also excluded from the royal 

levees". All loose practices not in agreement with the Court etiquette were 

‘89 Idem., pp. 108, 183 
19 Idem., p. 145 
1 Idem., p. 157 
192 Idem., p. 147. 
'3 Idem., p. 156. 
194 Idem., p. 174. 

'98 Metcalfe—T. N. N., pp. 137-138. 
199 Idem., p. 179. 
"7 Idem., p. 136. 
"98 On his arrival. Bakht Khan had paid the Army six months’ pay in advance. He reported als0 

that he had treasure to the extent of 4 lakhs. He declared he would not trouble the King for 

assistance. Vide Metcalfe—T. N, N., p. 135. 

' Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 87. 
20° Idem., p. 140. 
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tabooed ‘as being both distasteful and disrespectful to the King Onee Bakht himself had to apologize when he, forgetting the convention of Court. Whispered something after the durbar into the Emperor's ear. The Princes at once objected and openly charged the General with bad manners. The ¢ reneral apolowized, and ‘after flattery from him the matter was dropped’. The | Mperor was looked up to for support and guidance by the patriotic amirs and princes abroad) He was jooked up to, for instance, by some eminent deputationists trom | akhnag and Kanpur who sought, his approbation on announcing that they had killed all the English in their respective cities”’’. The Victory of Agra being reported, a riumphal poem was composed and formally presented to. the Emperor felebrating his victory over the English’. And whenever the | Mperor noticed ve slightest apathy on the part of the Army — officers or sepoys 
2mper and censured them in strong words. One day on being told that ‘in onsequence of the heavy rains the troops had found the country flooded and had ‘turned, Bahadur Shah became very angry and said, *Y idge?°™ 

he showed 

ou will never capture the . Then he summoned all his officers to the Diwan-i Amm and addressed em saying, ‘All the treasure that you brought me you have expended: the Roval ‘easury is empty and without a pice. I hear that day by day the soldiers are wing for their homes. I have no hopes of becoming victorious. My desire is at you all leave the city and go to some other central point. If vou do not. FI se such steps as seem most advisable”. Later when about 6.000 mujahideen 

d they have not yet ven the English from the Ridge. What can your 6.000 do-’"? And when Bakht an complained that soldiers no longer obeyed his orders, Bahadur Shah said 
n he called the Army officers and 
the city should be harassed and 
he city with the avowed object of 
ntrymen. These soldiers are always 
ty afforded by the fortifications to 
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each man. Then His Majesty uttered a prayer and said, “Go with haste and be 

Victorious on the Ridge”. This done the King rose, and after they had gone he 

entered the fort of Salimgarh and ordered them to fire the shells from the 

batteries’?'”. Then he ordered pay”! to be distributed to the soldiers and made ita 

point to interview every man of note in the army. Like other officers Bakht Khan 9 

too was encouraged by the words and expressions of Bahadur Shah. He informed 

him that the officers had gone out with an escort of 400 cavalry and the local | 

zamindars to make themselves acquainted with the various positions they were to 

occupy; then he said feelingly, ‘Now I shall be victorious; if God wills I shall 

prosper. My plan is to attack the English at Alipur’. 

On his arrival in Dehli Bakht Khan had created a stir in the British ranks, | 

and the British plans of action for 3rd July were altered. These were to take the | 

city by means of a coup de main when on the given day three assaulting columns 

with a large infantry reserve were to advance on the city: ‘one column was to jj 

effect an entrance by blowing in the iron grating of the canal near the Kabul 

Gate; another column was to enter the Kashmiri Gate after it had been blown in; } 

a third was to escalade the side and endeavour to effect an entrance in that 

direction’. But on hearing of Bakht Khan’s arrival and his plans of assault on 3rd_ 

July the British dropped their own plan Gf assault. They feared that unless they 

fortified themselves in self-defence, the surprise on the part of Bakht Khan might 

be complete. General Chamberlain then commanding the British troops had been’: 

impressed by the vigilance of the Badshahi Army ‘who were not by any means 

shut up or unable to send out patrols and picquets’.””” ‘On the afternoon of 3rd 

July’, says Forrest, ‘large bodies of the insurgents moved into the gardens and 

suburbs on our right, and all our troops were turned out to meet the expected 

attack. But instead of attacking our picquets, the rebels moved rapidly upon 

Alipur, one march in our rear, and compelled a squadron of the Punjab cavalry to 

fall back. The fire of their guns was heard in camp, and soon after 2 A.M. a force 

marched to overtake or to intercept them. It was commanded by Major Coke, and 

consisted of about three hundred horse, eight hundred foot and twelve guns. At 

first it was impossible to determine whether the rebels were pushing forward t 

Karnal or returning to Delhi. About sunrise, however, Major Coke “found th 

enemy were retiring to the city, but spread all over the country. On crossing th 

canal, a considerable body with guns were seen at a village about a mile from th 

bridge, where at once proceeded to attack them. After a few rounds from thei 

guns, they carried them off in the direction of the city before we could get up t¢ 

them which they were enabled to do as they were on a road; whereas we had tt 
: 

| 

210 Tdem., p. 181 
2! Both the statements—the distribution of pay by the Emperor and Bakht Khan’s giving th 

force 6 months’ pay in advance—come from the same source (Metcalfe—T. N.N., pp. | 

181). They appear self-contradictory and cannot be reconciled unless the diarist meant f 

convey that Bakht Khan had paid a few troopers only, leaving the rest of the Army to be pal 

by the Emperor. 
= 

212° Forrest—H. I. M., L., p. 97. 
| 
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advance over the open country which was in many places a swamp through 
) which the guns and troops could make their way with difficulty. A number of the 
jenemy sought refuge in a village where they were killed. The rest Med in all 
jdirections, followed by the Guides Cavalry who sabred many. It was, however, 
juseless to attempt any further pursuit for the heat was great and the Furopean 
‘soldiers were exhausted. Major Coke therefore returned to the banks of the canal 
jand rested his men under the shade of the trees. By some misconception his 
lartillery returned to camp. While his men were resting, a fresh force from Delhi 
attacked them and we beat them back and pursued them for a considerable 
distance: but seeing that there was a large force collecting behind them, | 
withdrew the infantry, and took Up a position that commanded the bridge: and as 
expected they were bringing up guns, | sent into camp for artillery. Before the 

suns arrived, however, the enemy made a second attack with considerable loss 
3oon after, the artillery and cavalry came up and followed the enemy who again 
lispersed and fled in all directions”. Our men returned completely exhausted by 
he heat: indeed many of the 61st sank down beneath the trees, and elephants had 
) be sent from camp to carry them in. The enemy took off their guns and 
2turned to camp, having lost about a hundred men. Major Coke was at the time 
-verely criticised for the comparative failure of the action. | am dissatisfied, 
rote Hodson, with the day’s work inasmuch as more might have been done, and 
hat was done is only satisfactory as a proof of the ease with which Anglo- 
axons can thrash Asiatics at any odds*!*’. 

It should be noted that the Indian sources— Muinu'ddin’s and Jiwan al’s diaries, the spies’ reports and Maulvi Zakaullah and Zaheer Dehlawi’s orks—give no details of the military operations like the above; nor are the 
utiny Papers worth much. We are therefore compelled to borrow the story of ‘ilitary operations from the English sources. From the Mutiny Papers we get ily this much of information that on 3rd July 1857 Khwaja Khairiayat Ali, a /unshi in the office of General Bakht Khan, wrote to the Emperor requesting that (2 18th Regiment which was under orders to march to Alipur might be replaced “" some other regiment. The Emperor left this to the discretion of Bakht Khan?", 

Regarding the action on 9th July too, the information given by the tiny Papers is scanty, i. ‘the trenches at Sabzi-Mandi were seized from the glish along with two guns, and two gunners — Sarfaraz Khan and Muhammad 
an — deserted the English camp’. According to Jiwan Lal, General Bakht an attacked the English camp with 10,000 men — both cavalry and infantry besides a large number of the mujahideen. ‘Fighting took place at the Chowni tion. General Bakht Khan captured Tis Hazari*’’ from the English and then 

} 

3 

Forrest—H. I. M., I. pp. 99-100. 
Box 199, No. 112. M. P.,N. A. 
Tis Hazarimnow known as Tis Hazari Maidan—still exists outside the Mori Gate. But it is fast disappearing under the new scheme for habitation and building purposies. 
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gunners turned the fieldpieces upon the sepoys and shot them down wounding 

and killing a great number. The sepoys then retreated to the city having seized 20!) 

infantry soldiers who were taken prisoner. The heads of the English tilled int 

action were presented as trophy to the Emperor who was much pleased and gavel! 

a reward of 100 rupees each to those who had killed them.”?!° 

the whole borne out by the English writers—Forrest, Ball, Cooper, Keith and} 

Sidgwick, who testify indirectly to the gallantry and rapid movements of the 

‘insurgents’ without mentioning their leader, Bakht Khan. The English writers! 

also tell us that in the midst of an unceasing rain of artillery fire from the 

ramparts of the city on the English batteries and Sabzi-Mandi pickets, sprang 2 

body of cavalry out of the Kabul and Lahore gates at 9 A.M. on the 9th of July) 

Their numbers increased as they proceeded towards the British camp at whic 

they suddenly fell about 1] A.M. The British Carabineers bolted and wer¢ 

pursued by the invaders who were engaged by a division of the British arm 

headed by Major Tombs and Hills. In the course of the hand-to-hand fighting thal 

followed, Hills was wounded. Then the invaders made an appeal to the India 

gunners in the British Camp saying, ‘Get your guns ready and come away with 

us to Dehli’. But the gunners did not respond. They shouted for Major Olpherts 

European troop, whose guns were unlimbered in their rear to fire at them. The 

fled but managed to carry off some horses and killed several camp-followers w 

fell into their hands. This action which had lasted the whole day continued in 

midst of torrential rains. In a contemporary letter of 11th July it is described as 

day of the “most hard fighting”: and although the said letter spea 

magniloquently of the success of the British arms, the writer could not he 

acknowledging, at least indirectly, that the coup of 9th July had been w 

devised by the invaders. Subsequently the British called a court of inquiry to si 

the circumstances attending their defeat, but nothing came to light beyond t 

fact that there was treachery on the part of their own picket of the 9th irregul 

The finding of the Court of Inquiry was that “the enemy deceived every body 

advancing as friends and pretending they were the 9th. When Hodgson of t 

Guide Corps rode up and asked who they were, the men quietly said, “We are 

9th Irregulars; go and bring up the rest of your regiment; the enemy is in fron 

Thus they walked slowly to the bridge leading out of the British Camp, th 

made a rush and bolted. It was a bold thing to do, but resulted in nothing". 

Of the next action of 14th July, Jiwan Lal takes no notice. But 

English writers give a rich account saying, ‘On the morning of the 14th July 

mutineers moved out of the city and attacked our batteries at Hindoo Rai 

House and picket in the Subzee Mundee suburb. Our troops remained on 

defensive until 3 P.M. maintaining their position against a force, believed 

2 In Jiwan Lal’s narrative (Metcalf—T. N. N., p- 145) of the above action there is no contin 

of thought and the chain of events is broken more than once. I have built a connected acc 

without altering his meaning (M. H.) 

Ball, C—H.LM., |, pp. 480-481. 
417 
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fieldpieces and supported by a fire.of heavy artillery from the walls. At yoo. lock 
}a column was formed under the command ot Brigadier Showers: Major Reid 
| with the troops from Hindoo Rao’s picket co-operating on the left. his service 
| was gallantly performed and the enemy driven in confusion” "> 

It appears that the objective of the Royal Army's attack on [4th tuly as 
on the 9th was to get at “one of the British batteries close by’; but they tailed on 
both occasions. Seeing this, a British soldier who had participated in the liohit on 
bath July remarked, ‘Their (Sepoys’) cavalry, | knew, could not do mucin and 
their infantry I did not care for. Had the enemy had one particle of pluck and 
rushed in at us, not one of us would have lived to tell the tale: as it was they came 
30 close that they pelted us with stones. At 2 o’clock we had a general ad\ ance 
ind drove the enemy like so many sheep into the city. We all got up within 200 
vards of the walls and were much punished by the grapeshot again?" 

Regarding the action of 18th July Jiwan Lal is extremely sketchy He 
ays, ‘The rebel forces from Nasirabad and Dehli engaged the Fnelish. the 
ighting continued for some time. The English were overpowered and retreated 
raving their guns on the field of battle’. But the English writers as usual 
2luge us with details. Space forbids to have anything more than a bare summary 
om their writings. Reid, on relinquishing command of the Dehli field force on 
7th July, said, ‘The enemy scarcely allowed a day to pass without an attack or 
2monstration upon some part of the British position. Thus from the [7th to 31st 
€ troops were kept in a state of incessant activity. And a letter of 27th July mnveyed the following, ‘The Pandies are dispirited at finding so little advantage 
llows their efforts against our position’?! On 30th July General Wilson wrote Colvin, Lieutenant-Governor of the N. W. Provinces, ‘The enemy are very 

‘imerous and may possibly break through our entrenchments and overwhelm us: ‘it the force will die at their post. Luckily the enemy have no head and no r2thod, and we hear dissensions are breaking out amongst them. Reinforcements ie coming up under Nicholson. If we can hold on till they arrive, we shall be eure’ 

fxs of 20 regiments of infantry, a large body of cavalry and) veveral 

T 

On the Ist of August while Jiwan Lal says that the English with a battery six guns had attacked the Sepoys and were beaten back, Forrest describing it the Bakar-‘id day emphasizes the Joint fight put in by the Hindus and salmans”™, According to Jiwan Lal the Bakar-‘id festival fell on 2nd August 

Idem, p. 483, 
Ball, C..— II. I. M., pp. 483-484, 
Metcalfe—T.N.N., p. 154. 
Ball. C.—H. I. M., p. 486. 
Ball. C..—H. I. M.. p. 487. 
Forrest (I, p. 113) reproduces the spirit of Hindu-Muslim zeal saying. “The Jami* Masjid rang with the prayers of the faithful: and Brahmin priests stimulated the fanaticism of the followers of Vishnu.’ 
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when Bahadur Shah recited some verses’ that he had composed encouraging the 

sepoys to fight and fight to the end. A few days before this, the ulama had’ 

proclaimed a jihad’”* against the British. Keith says, ‘The King, caused 

proclamation to be made that 14,000 fanatics and 8 regiments are on their way 

from Peshawar and will arrive in two days, and it enjoins all who wish to ‘tak 

part in a .holy war to join this body’”””*. In the words of Forrest, ‘Again and agai 

the (Hindu-Muslim) assailants rallied and rushed upon the breastworks but th 

steady volleys stopped their charge. All that August night the battle raged, th 

place was the silent witness of this'fiercest scene in the long-drawn-out drama o} 

the war. The result created a great depression in their ranks; they were literal 

sickening. Forrest rejoices to note that ‘the tide had begun to turn; the Britis 

were fast becoming the besiegers and not the besieged?” Five days late 

exploded ‘accidentally’ the powder manufactory at the Churiwalan stre 

There is a conspiracy of writers: about the term ‘accidentally’”” used in thi 

connection. But it appears that the explosion was brought about through som 

device of the British spies. All the same the sepoys kept on fighting the whole 

this day. And they seized the Ludlow Castle’?’'. The Emperor finding hims 

unable to drive the English from the Ridge reproached the troops for not carryin 

«aJwo dw FJ 

a bis afte at tf 

FL Ly Ger Fur O07 

wal up it ee Be Fes 

‘O God! May the whole army of the enemy be killed to-day! May the Englishmen along 

their allies—the Gurkhas, Goras and Gujars be killed! We shall recognize this day as the 

day only when to-day, O Zafar! your murderer (Englishman) be killed.’ For the facsimile 

the document containing these verses see p. facing 245. It should be noted that the term 4 

(murderer) used in the above quatrain is neither accidental nor poetic. It has a background, 

elucidates the term dushman-i alam (enemy of the world) which is noticeable among the mi 

anti-British verses composed by Bahadur Shah before the Rising of 1857. Vide Appendix C 

228 Sadigul Akhbar of July 27, 1857. Mutiny Papers, Box No. 4-6. 

226 Keith—Delhi-1857, p. 173. 
27 Forrest—H.I.M., L., p. 113. 
228 Idem, p. 114. 
229 Ibid. 

: 

20 According to a British spy, ‘A spark from a hooga was the accidental cause of explost 

(Delhi News, August 8, 1857) 

31 The Ludlow Castle was seized from the Badshahi army by the British on 8th September 1 

not earlier. Greathed’s report that the King’s troops were driven out of the Ludlow Castle 

23rd July or 12th August is not correct. Vide Greathed, p. 230 and Forrest, I, p. 127. 
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the Ridge. They replied that neither artillery nor cavalry could mount the Ridpe 
and that they were consequently helpless and could not take it’ | 

On I4th August at last the long-expected reinforcements under 
Nicholson arrived at the Ridge but they had to wait for the necessary ammunition 
and siege train—a movable column to suppress the Mutiny wherever it might 
appear—which took another ten days to come. This period Hodson utilised in 
making successful raids through rapid movements over a wide ares from) Dehli to 
Hansi and Jind. In this manner the English avoided pitched fightine and battles 

| This is the meaning behind Jiwan Lal's following remark: ‘The King received a 
| report that the Army had gone out to fight but the English did not care to cnvave 
| It became an artillery duel?” 

On 21st August—just after a month when the Emperor had issued orders 
to General Bakht Khan to attack the English vigorously and simultaneously at 
Sabzimandi, Alipur, Mubarak Bagh and at other points so as to ensure their total 
discomfiture’’—appeared a lining. Reviewing the work done by General Bakht 
Khan and his troops since their arrival, Bahadur Shah felt that a word ot 
commendation and approbation from him might prove more useful than mere 
criticism, rebuke and disparagement. Hence he issued a shuqqa to the officers of 
the Bareilly force praising them for their bravery and directing them to present 
themselves at the Royal Court’. He appreciated the progress that had been made 
in different spheres, pointing out the defects that had remained. and promised 
rewards in case of his victory. Then he stressed that the candidates to be recruited 
in the Royal service, particularly in the Army, must be carefully scrutinized” 
Some of the Sikhs also were praised for their move in the right direction. Prince 
Khizr Khan wrote to them a letter stating that the Emperor was highly pleased 
with them. He praised them and advised them to send six companies to 
Shamgarhr’. The Sikh officers replied that their soldiers had gone to the 
trenches at Teliwara. This done the Emperor set his hands to preparing a 
proclamation which he issued on 25th August—the day of the Najafgarh battle. 

The said proclamation was a threefold appeal to (i) the Zamindars. (ii) 
ithe Sepoys and (iii) the Artisans. Addressing the Zamindars he said, ‘It is evident 
that the British Government in making the zamindari settlements have imposed 

» jexorbitant jammas and have disgraced and ruined several zamindars by putting 
| up their estates to public auction for arrears of rent insomuch that on the 

institution of a suit by a common ryot—a maid servant or a slave—the 

Keith—Delhi-/857, p. 172. 
Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 156. 
Idem, p. 160. 
Mutiny Papers, Box 199, No. 300. 
It appears that Zinat Mahal Begum was also interested in this matter. The Mutiny Papers 
contain a letter from her, disapproving the recruitment of worthless men made by Nawab 
Vilayat Ali Khan in the regiment. But the ecriture is not very clear, and the wording of the 
letter is not intact. Vide Box 191; 18th August, 1857. 
Box 152, No. 35, 23rd August, 1857. 
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respectable zamindars are summoned in court, arrested, put in jail and disgraced. } 

In litigations regarding zamindaries the immense value of stamps and other : 

unnecessary expenses of the civil courts which are pregnant with all sorts of 

crooked dealings and the practice of allowing a case to hang on for years are all § 

calculated to impoverish the litigants. Besides this the coffers of the zamindars © 

are annually taxed with subscriptions for schools, hospitals and roads etc. Such ; 

extortions will have no manner of existence in the Badshahi Government, but on 

the contrary the jammas will be light, the dignity and honour of the zamindars 

safe and every zamindar will have absolute rule in his own zamindari’?™*. (ii) } 

Then addressing the Sepoys the Emperor said, ‘Indians in the Military Service, 

after having devoted the greater part of their lives attained to the post of Subadar j 

of 60 or 70 rupees per mensem; and those in the Civil Services obtained the post 

of Sady-i Ala with a jagir or present. But under the Badshahi Government like the} 

posts of Colonel, General and Commander-in-chief which the English enjoy atl 

present, the corresponding posts of Pansadi, Panjhazari, Haft-hazari and 

Sipahsalari will be given to the Indians in the Military Service; and like the posts# 

of Collector, Magistrate, Judge, Sadr Judge, Secretary and Governor which the} 

European Civil Service servants now hold, the corresponding posts of Wazir, 

Qazi. Safeer, Suba, Nazim and Diwan et@. with salaries of lacs of rupees will be 

given to the Indians of the Civil Service together with jagirs, khila‘ts and inam: 

and influence’?”. (iii) Then addressing the Artisans he said, ‘It is evident that the’ 

Europeans by the introduction of the English articles into India have thrown the 

weavers, cotton dressers, carpenters, blacksmiths and shoemakers etc. out of 

employ and have engrossed their occupations so that every description of native? 

artisans has been reduced to beggary. But under Badshahi Government the native) 

28 In the course of its comment on this Proclamation the Friend of India (which also gave its 

English translation) says, ‘The declaration that the land tax is oppressive and ought to bé 

lowered was only to be expected . . . The promise that every zamindar should be absolute on 

his domain was natural from one who ‘knew what we did not know that the feudal aristocrat 

was still strong .... 

‘The King calls the subscriptions ‘extortions’ and describes .... their popular estimation 

The utter hatred in which stamps were held was perhaps more generally known. It wai 

perceived even by Europeans that they were a breach of that great social contract on which 

socialistic society is founded. The Ruler is to enjoy boundless luxury... But in return he is i 

do justice, swift stern justice between man and man without favour and without price. It is thi 

feeling more than actual hardship which produces the bitter hatred of our courts by every cla 

of native society’. (Friend of India, 7th October, 1858). 

‘The next complaint that natives under British sovereignty do not rise is simply 

enunciation of truth . . It is admitted by Europeans as much as by natives, and plan after pl : 

to amend the grievance has broken down. The attempt to remove it by new offices 4 

increased salaries is merely a palliative. What natives want is not salaries ‘but power, all 

according to the European line of thought they always misuse power, power they cannot havé 

The Sadr-i Ala as the King implies is very well paid but he has no influence and no presents 

(Comments from the Friend of India, 7th October, 1858.) 

239 
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artisans will exclusively be employed in the services of the Badshah. the rayas 
and the rich; and this will no doubt ensure their prosperity! 

In the course of its comment on this Proclamation the Friend of Indica 
says: “This is the most invaluable contribution to the history of the rebellion’ 

| One day before this Proclamation was issued, ie. in the morning of 24th 
August a big attack was organised by the Royal”’! Army. ‘Ihe Mutineers’ as the 

| British writers call them, ‘started with 18 guns with a view to put off British 
/ communication with the Punjab and prevent the arrival of the said sicee train 
| But they were pursued by Nicholson who overtook them towards the close of the 
day near the Najafgarh canal’. “The enemy position,” says an English report, 
‘‘extended’ for about 3,000 yards with their left occupying 
over the canal and their right on a hillock and a serai. Nicholson at once decided 
to attack this hillock and the serai. Under cover of the guns the infantry 
in line and after storming the hillock changed front and bore down on the 
enemy’s right. The mutineers gave way but a party held out ina villag 
and slipped off in the night’. 

This was the battle’ of Najafgarh of which a graphic account is given 
by Nicholson himself in the course of a letter to his adjutant-general. 1 
>mphasizes the dangers that he and his troops encountered saying, 
ire likewise entitled to credit for the cheerfulness with whic 
iardships they were exposed to: they marched at daybreak 
lifficult swamps before their arrival at Nangloo™*: and as it would not have been 
wrudent to take the baggage across the ford at Baprowla’* 
ifter 14 hours’ marching and fighting to bivouac on the field without food or overing of any kind™*"’, 

a village near a bride 

advanced 

en rear 

e 

“The troops 

h they bore the 
and had to cross two 

they were obliged 

‘ALL OF DEHLI 
26th August—20th September 1857) 
1 For the disaster of Najafgarh which marks the epilogue of the drama of te war, and in the words of Zaheer Dehlawi ‘the beginning of the complete 

- lemoralization of the Purbiyas’*”” the Emperor held Bakht Khan responsible***: 

‘The new class of artisans Prospers but the old one 
eaten up by Manchester and Sheffield . . , 

“With regard to the traders the King can find no grievance except the customs: so he promises boldly an impossibility—the Carriage of all merchandise at State expense’. (/bid) Le. ‘Badshahi’—a term commonly noted in the Urdu and Persian records. Sidgwick, F. R.—I. M., p. 72. 
Since it was a mere surprise and there was no pitched lighting, 
call it ‘action’ instead of ‘battle’. Vide Map of the War of 1857 in 
Nangloo was a village about 9 miles from Bahadurgarh on the roa 
Baprowla or Bassrowla was a villa 
Ball, C—H. I. M., L., p. 495. 
Zaheer Dehlawi—D. G., p. 105. 

of Manufacturers has undoubtedly been 

it would be perhaps better to 
Dehli facing p. 251. 
d from Dehli to Najafgarh. 

ge along the Najafgarh jheel or canal. 
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Bakht Khan had at a critical moment withheld support from Sudhari Singh also 

called Sirdhara Singh, commander of the Nimuch. troops”’. Relating the 

circumstances that had led to the said disaster, Zaheer Dehlawi says, ‘All the 

Generals had agreed to proceed from Dehli to Najafgarh considering it a fit place 

to intercept the arrival of the British siege train from Firozpur, and they also 

intended to proceed via Bahadurgarh to make an attack on the British Camp in 

the rear. One day Bakht Khan started from Dehli and marched with his troops 

along the road to Najafgarh. On arriving near the Najafgarh canal he chose a 

particular site and encamped. The following day Ghaus Khan’? and Sudhari 

Singh started and marched with their troops likewise along the same road. They 

found Bakht Khan camping.on this side of the canal and suggested that he should 

advance and encamp across the canal. Bakht Khan did not accept the suggestion 

and continued his encampment on the site he had already chosen. Ghaus Khan’ 

and Sudhari Singh proceeded to cross the canal. They had hardly pitched theit 

camp when they were overtaken by torrential rains and were at the same time 

subjected to heavy bombardment from the British guns. Great was the loss of 

lives and ammunition that the Nimuch troops suffered; and it was with great, 

difficulty that Ghaus Khan and Sudhari Singh made their way back to Dehli with 

a small number of the soldiers who had survived. Bakht Khan now came back to 

Dehli”. . | 

From the spies’ reports it appears that General Ghaus Khan had not 

accompanied his Brigade to Najafgarh and that the Nimuch troops defeated in the 

said battle were then under the command of General Sudhari Singh’? only. 

Writing on 26th August Turab Ali, a British spy, says, ‘To-day is Wednesday. 

Early this morning intelligence was received of the total defeat of the Neemuch 

Division. It appears that in order to evince their bravery the troops made a march 

248 Gauri Shankar, a British spy, says, “The King is very displeased with General Bakht Khan an\ 

accuses him of destroying the brave Neemuch Brigade by failing to render timely support. H 

is not to show his face and is abused’. (Dehli News, August 28, 1857). Jiwan Lal says, ‘On 

Tsree Bing from the Nimuch Camp related (to the King) how the English first captured tw 

guns which he with great bravery, afterwards, retook with the assistance of certai 

landholders. He accused the Bareilly troops of quarrelling with the Nimuch force, an 

returning to Dehli without co-operating with them. He prevailed upon the King to give him th 

command of five hundred cavalry and four companies from each regiment to attack th 

English with’. (Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 209). . 

249 Delhi News, August 28, 1857. 

280 Zaheer Dehlawi (p. 104) has erroneously put Ghaus Khan along with Sidhari Singh as beit 

present in the battlefield of Najafgarh. In fact, he was not in the action. On arriving afterwar 

in the Durbar when he was informed about the disaster, he disclaimed all knowledge of at 

engagement with his troops, saying that he had received no information and doubted the tru 

of what he had heard. On being assured that his troops had been defeated, he asked f 

reinforcements. One regiment of Sikhs and four of cavalry were placed under his commar 

The force marched, but after going a short distance met the defeated force returning, 

covering their retreat, they returned to camp.’ (Metcalfe —T.N.N., p. 208). 

25! Zaheer Dehlawi—D. G., p. 104. 
252 Delhi News, File No. 124, August 26, 1857. 
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of 13 koss, crossed the Najafgarh Bridge (leaving the Division under General 
Bakht Khan in their rear) and attacked the British force under General Nicholson 
At the commencement of the battle, the bridge was destroyed and thus the retreat 
of the mutineers was entirely cut off. They were doomed to destruction. [heir 
guns, ammunition, baggage ete. all fell into the hands of the British. It is reported 
that the three Regiments of Infantry fought separately, They exhausted all their 
ammunition. General Bakht Khan with his Division could not jon in the attack 
nor advance to the rescue. The cavalry made their escape, most of them have 
reached Dehli. The destruction of the Najafgarh Bridge has entirely prevented th. 
return of the rest to Dehli. It is confidently reported that all the Neemuch 
Division are destroyed’**’. In a supplementary letter of 27th August, Turab Ali 
says, ‘After receiving intelligence of the defeat of the Neemuch Brigade at the 
instance of Bakht Khan, the personal troops of the King also turned out to the 
attack, viz. Khassabardars, the Bachhera Regiment (horse and foot) of Hakeem 
Abdul Hag ete. etc. The conflict was maintained till ev ening. About forty men of 
the King’s levies were killed and wounded’***. Turab Ali's reports are supported 
by those of Rajab Ali and Jiwan Lal. Rajab Ali says, “General Nicholson returned 
triumphantly at 5 P.M. on 26th August. The battlefield was at Nunglee, a village 
one mile from Najafgarh on the Dehli road on the other side of the Najafgarh 
bridge. The British troops were drawn on the Najafgarh side. The rebels had 
taken up a position on either side of the Bridge with a strong picquet at the 
Bridge and the main body in the rear. General Bakht Khan was at Palam, three 
koss from the scene of action and seven koss from Dehli. When he heard of the 
total defeat of the rebels under General Sirdhara Singh he struck his camp and 
made hot haste for Dehli. The discomfited troops of General Sirdhara Singh 
followed precipitately in his rear’. Jiwan Lal says, “The King sat in the Hall of 
Public Audience. A trooper named Ashraf Khan entered the Hall; and, saluting 
His Majesty, proceeded to relate how the Bareilly Brigade being encamped at 
Palam (Elipalam), the Nimuch Brigade unexpectedly arrived. General Bakht 
Khan held a consultation with the officer commanding the Nimuch force. He 
advised him to halt there (as the English force was only a short distance off) and 
Join forces with him, proposing to make a joint attack the next day. The Brigade 
of the Nimuch force would not agree to this plan, but pushed on to Bakghara’™, 
intending to encamp there for the day and rest his men. While the camp was 
being pitched, and the men had piled their arms, and many had taken off their 
belts and accoutrements, they were suddenly attacked by the English from two 
directions with a heavy fire of artillery and musketry. Taken unawares, the 
sepoys bolted, leaving twelve guns and their ammunition. The loss, Ashraf Khan 
went on to say, was a thousand killed and wounded. The King on hearing the 

ee, 

253 Delhi News, File No. 124, August 26, 1857. 
Delhi News, File No. 124, August 26, 1857. 
Delhi News, File No. 124, August 26, 1857. 
Le., Bapraula. Vide p. 252 supra, footnote. 
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news was greatly disheartened’**’. All this finds confirmation in the account 

given by Forrest to the effect that the news of the Badshahi troops having reached 

the British head-quarters at the Ridge, General Wilson sent a British column 

under the command of Nicholson to intercept them. Nicholson arrived on the 

Bahadurgarh road the morning of 25th August and learnt that Badshahi troops 

had been at Palam the previous day and would be reaching Najafgarh in the 

afternoon. ‘He left the Bahadurgarh road and planned to intercept them at 

Najafgarh before nightfall. He crossed the Najafgarh canal near the village of 

Basrowla”*’; and finding the said troops spread out over a distance of two miles 

between the Najafgarh canal and the Nunglee village with thirteen guns placed 

strategically in an old Serai-and near the canal bridge, Nicholson fell on them 

unawares and surprised them so completely that they fled pell-mell towards the 

bridge leaving behind their guns. Nicholson then made an attack upon the Serai 

and seized it as well as the village’ ‘ 
In connection with his report that the King was disheartened on hearing 

the sad news of Najafgarh, Jiwan Lal says, ‘The King regarded the information 

as very serious. He summoned the following persons to his Council Room— 

Mirza Mughul”, Mirza Koaish”’! Mirza Khair Sultan, Mirza Abu Bakr, Mirza 

Abdullah and Mirza Abu Nasr. After constiltation His Majesty directed a force to 

be sent off at once under the command of Captain Walidad Khan to take the 

English Camp**’. The Emperor was given to understand that all the British 

forces had at the moment gone out’. From the account given by Keith it appears 

that all the reactionary elements rallied to the Emperor, and an army of the 

people of Dehli—even women?” and unarmed men—marched to make an attack 

on the British Camp: they risked their lives in the attempt to take the English 

batteries. But they failed completely amidst a great slaughter that followed”. 

This army was also joined by Mirza Mughul who started simultaneously with his 

men to attack the British Camp; but returned, in the words of Jiwan Lal, ‘without 

making an attack with the loss of seventeen men killed”. The guns which Mirza 

Mughul had mounted in different batteries kept up an incessant fire all day from 

57 Metcalfe-—T.N.N.. pp. 207-208. 
Le., Bapraula. Vide p. 252 supra, footnote. 

28° Forrest—S.L.D.S.P.. I., pp. 359 ff. 4 
‘Mogul’ and *Koash’ are the incorrect forms of Mughul and Koaish. | have not used the 

incorrect forms, 

‘Mogul’ and ‘Koash’ are the incorrect forms of Mughul and Koaish. I have not used the 

incorrect forms. 

262 Metcalfe—T.N.N., p. 208. 
According to Rotton (N. S. D., p. 209) the Nimuch troops had ascribed their defeat to th 

‘whole English army turning out to the attack made against them.’ 

Referring to these women Charles Ball (H. I. M., vol. I., p. 504) quoting a contemporary letter 

says, ‘. . . It must be fresh in your memory that when the mutineers came out of the city fora 

grand attack upon our camp, while Nicholson’s force was at Nujufghur, they were followed by 

crowds of these very women.” 
65 Keith—Delhi-1857, pp. 243-244. 

Metcalfe—T.N.N., p. 208. 
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the Mithat Bridge under the command of Mirza Koaish and trom Kishangany 
under the command of Mirza Abdullah’ 

Evidently the war in Dehli had now become the People’s War. The 
people of Dehli proper as well as of the villages were helping the Royal? cian 
Nationalist troops, looking upon them as the Army of Liberation. In his report of 
27th August Gauri Shankar, a British spy says, “The people of the village of 
Nunglee gave great assistance to the rebels and fought side by side with the 
aie sepoys. There was a great attack on the (English) Batteries yesterday \lirza 
Mughul took out all his Division. The Nasirabad regiments also turned out. [here 
were several Shahzadas present with all the personal troops of the King and the 

contingents of Nawab Aminu‘ddin Khan and Taju’ddin Khan and other nobles ot 
the city. About fifty of them were wounded or killed: and one of the Shahzadas, 
Ghulam Mustafa, was wounded. There were not sufficient doolies for. the 
wounded, and at last they were carried in, on the crossed muskets of their 
comrades. The city people are much terrified at the utter defeat of the Neemuch 
troops and the Army gets more and more dispirited. They have now no hopes of 
victory. General Bakht Khan’s Division, however, is. still confident and 
hopeful”. According to another report General Bakht Khan reassembled the 
fugitives of the Nimuch Brigade and intended to march out again to Najafyarh 
Writing on 28th August Turab Ali says, “Yesterday” | two regiments of Infantry 
with some ammunition left Dehli for Najafgarh. Shahzada Muhammad Azeem 
has returned from Hansi and has joined the King’s personal forces. About 20,000 
of the country people have got together and have diligently spread reports that 
they have recovered the twelve guns captured from the Neemuch Brigade and 
have taken seven of the British guns besides. Yesterday the Neemuch and 
Bareilly Brigades again started for Najafgarh with eight guns. The cavalry were 
‘0 start at midnight or early this morning. The infantry and guns have 
undoubtedly started as the writer further saw them off. Ever since Maulvi Faz! 
Haq arrived in this city from Alwar, he is unceasingly employed in stirring up the 
army and the city people against the British. It is likely that an attack on the 
British batteries will be made to-day. The Shahzadas now turn out in these sorties 
at the instigation of Maulvi Fazl Haq and usually take their stand on the Sabzi- 

» Mandi Bridge’. While Turab Ali gave the above report Gauri Shankar, another 
' British spy, writing on the same day said, ‘Bakht Khan wishes to make a second 
‘Mtempt to reach Najafgarh but he proposes this time to go round by Gurhee 
©Harsaroo and Gurgaon. The Najafgarh zamindars promise to give him all the 
a ssistance, and some zamindars of Panipat and Sonipat are also with him. 

ahadur Ali Khan of Bahadurgarh is endeavouring to raise the country and he 

Idem. p. 200. 
/e. the personal troops of the Emperor. 
Delhi News—27th August, 1857. 
Delhi News—August 28: Gauri Shankar, a British spy being the reporter. 
Le. 27th August, 1857. 
Delhi News, August 28, 1857, Turab Ali being the reporter. 

nvr owe 
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sends a messenger to Bakht Khan assuring him that the country is on his side. 

Some Sikhs (also) have been instructed to go to the Punjab to endeavour to raise 

Manjha (?) in revolt. In the village of Sahni, district Rohtak, Risaldar Khan has 

collected a large body of insurgent Ranghars. In village Tosham, district Har- 

reeana, there is another body of insurgents and the sowars go off to join them; 

and many troopers on leave and pensioners of the Government have also 

collected at this spot where they say there are 20,000 rebellious zamindars. Their 

object is to plunder Hisar. Those risings of the country population are more to be 

dreaded than a military revolt. To-day the city Brigade under the command of 

Mirza Mughul went out to the batteries at Kishanganj and Qudsia Bagh. In to- 

day’s Durbar the zamindars of Nunglee came to complain that they had been 

punished for assisting the King’s forces. Their villages had been totally 

destroyed. The King sent them to Genetai Bakht Khan’’” 

The aforesaid report about Maulvi Fazl Haq’s anti-British views and 

activities which give a clue to his attempts at jihad is reflected in his own 

writings’. But a hidden feature in the picture which the spies could not notice 

lay in the fact that Faz] Haq shared his views with Emperor Bahadur Shah. On 

account of his weakness; old age, sainthood and sufism Bahadur Shah could not 

speak out like Fazl Haq, but he seized every opportunity that presented itself to 

encourage the Army. Writing on 2nd September from the city of Dehli, a British 

spy says, ‘Yesterday Heera Singh, Brigade Major of the Neemuch force had an 

audience with the King. The King spoke encouragingly to him and directed him 

to reorganize the Brigade; and although he could not give such guns as had been 

lost, he (King) would replace them to the best of his ability. The King has 

promised to give siege guns. He also bestowed 2,000 rupees upon Heera Singh to 

make new camp equipage”””. As a result an atmosphere of devotion was created; 

and to this effect some volunteers wrote” to the Emperor, and the Princes also 

expressed their readiness to go to Panipat” in order to intercept the British siege 

23 Idem., Gauri Shankar being the reporter. 
Vide Appendix. Il 

25 Delhi News, File 129, September 2, 1857. - 
276 Vide Appendix. F. 

Joint Petition of Mirza Mughul, Mirza Abdul Hasan, Shah Bakhtawar and Mirza Khair Sultan, 

sons of the King. 
TO 

274 

277 

NO DATE. 

THE KING ! SHELTER OF THE WORLD ! 

RESPECTFULLY PRAYETH,— That four Regiments of Infantry. two of Cavalry, and 

twelve Guns of Horse and Foot Artillery, according to the detail below. with a full supply of 

ammunition, other necessaries of war and some treasure, may be speedily made over to your 

slaves in order that they may proceed to Paneeput, and may there, through Your Majesty’s 

auspices and by God’s blessing, obtain immediate and complete victory and at once return to 

the Royal presence. This day has been fixed for our departure. 

74th Regiment of Native Infantry 

38th Ditto Ditto wal I 

54th Ditto Ditto ss I 
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train. In the same spirit Mirza Mughul wrote a letter assuring the Emperor on his 
own behalf and also on behalf of others of the common resolve to fight till the 
end, 

aes ‘Your Exalted Majesty’ said he, ‘may keep your mind tree trom the dread of the 
enemy. Your slave has personally been staying in the batteries with the Troops for two 

| days; and where the batteries of the infidels were, there they are still, They have made no 
} advance. If their batteries had advanced considerably, they must have Come into the city 
| The whole Army is prepared to slay the infidels, and an attack is about beine made 
| immediately. Through Your Majesty's prestige the batteries will be speedily taken And 
| as some of the soldiers come into Your Majesty's presence and report what they havi 
| heard and not what they have seen, pray do not believe their statements, but be fully 
| assured that so long as there is life in the frames of your slaves, no harm shall reach Your 
Majesty. Let it be known that matters are in the dispensation of God. Your slave is not 
neglectful. Let it be known to Your Majesty that he stays personally in the batteries” *! 

But Mirza Mughul was not far-sighted; he did not know that the fall of 
Dehli was not far off. The British had made active preparations for a big assault 
on the city of Dehli while the morale of the Badshahi Army which was never 
very high had lowered appreciably since the disaster of Najafgarh. In its ranks 
differences, always deep-rooted, had leapt to the surface. Fath Muhammad the 
British spy says, ‘The Nasirabad and Neemuch Brigades are supporters of Mirza 
Mughul and the Bareilly Brigade is devoted to the King. The officers of the 
Bareilly force and Mirza Mughul are bitter enemies. Every brigade is clamorous: 
they are actually in want of food. There is not a silver in the Treasury. The 
Bareilly troops talk of returning to Bareilly. The Bareilly Officers after holding a 
separate meeting went to the King. Some of the cavalry said they had gone to ask 
for the dismissal of Mirza Mughul or for leave to go to Bareilly: and if both these 

| 

20th Ditto Ditto I 
Volunteers ; 4 
Corps of Gwalior Cavalry I 
Corps of Regular Cavalry ‘ I 
24-Pounder Guns ‘ 4 
Howitzer and Mortar we 2 

| Companies of Militia sia wt 2 
] Jhajjar Cavalry da = 100 Troopers 
| Petition attested with seals of Mirza Sultan Zaheeru’ddin, Commander-in-Chief Bahadur: 

Mirza Muhammad Abdul Hasan, Colonel of the 20th Regiment of Native Infantry; Shah 
Bakhtawar, son of the king, Abu Zafar, and Mirza Khair Sultan Bahadur. 

Autograph order by the King in Pencil 

00 Men 

| The departure of you, our sons, is exceedingly right and proper; but first get a petition 
' from the Officers of the Regiments expressing their willingness to accompany you, and lay it 
3 before us, that we may have assurance on this point. 
4 (Pr. Tr. B. S. No. 41, p. 65 and Tr. E. K. D., pp. 91-92). 
4 It should be noted that Zahoru'ddin is wrong; the correct word given in the Persian 

original is Zaheeru 'ddin; (M.H.). 
This letter is undated according to the Proceedings of the Trial of Bahadur Shah (No. 47, p. 
68). But the context shows that it was written, after the disaster of Najafgarh, in the opening 
days of the month of September. 
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requests were refused: they would commit some violence’’”. What the Emperor 
did to pacify the Bareilly troops is not known. The spies’ reports are incomplete, 

but they emphasize the split in the Badshahi Army saying, “Each cavalry is now 

split up into *Thokes’—confideracies comprising those who are residents of a 

particular tract of the country. For instance, Hansi fellows form one *Thoke’, the 
Kalanor men another ‘Thoke’, and so on through the whole body. No one agrees 
with the other”. Matters aggravated as days advanced. Perhaps the enemy” 
hand was working secretly in their midst setting them all by the ears and making 

them all quarrel with their own king as they actually did, demanding their pay 
under threats of plundering the Palace and the City. ‘I have 40,000 rupees which 
you are welcome to take’ said the Emperor in an attempt to pacify the 
quarrelsome heads. Then he added, ‘There are 101 gold mohurs which were 

recently presented to me by the Subadar of Bareilly, you might have them too”, 

When he found the Army Officers still dissatisfied, he offered all the jewels of 
the Zenana; and rising from his chair he threw before them the embroidered 
cushion on which he had been sitting and bid them take that’. Then he went into 
his private apartments, and brought out jewelry and gave them to the officers 
saying, ‘Take this and forget your hunger’***. There was such a clear note of 
sincerity in his word and deed that the hearts of the unprincipled™’ and 
unyielding soldiers now melted and they were heard to say, “We cannot accept of 

your Crown jewels, but we are satisfied that you are willing to give your life and 

property to sustain us’”*°. Thereupon the Emperor gave away 40,000 rupees and 

promised to pay the balance within fifteen days; and he made arrangements to 

raise a loan.” 

Delhi News. File 131. September 1, 1857 
Ibid. 

Read carefully the following quotation from Keith will give an insight. It is suggestive 

enough. Writing on idth June. 1857. he says, “We still continue to occupy our old position on 

the Ridge. and the enemy occasionally make faint efforts to dislodge us ... But it is annoying 

to think that there seems little prospect now of our entering Delhi until the Sikh corps join us 

or until the Bhurtpore or Jeypore or other contingents make their appearance; or until there is 

such a decided schism in Delhi as to show that the two parties are pitted one against the other. 

News of a reliable nature came yesterday to Greathed to the effect that the Hindoos were 

becoming disgusted. finding they were being made complete dupes by the Mahomedans who 

wish to make a religious war of it.” 
Keith—Delhi-1857, p. 60. 

Dethi News, September 5, 1857. 
8 Ibid 

Metcalfe—T. N.N., p. 207 
On 11th May, 1857 the Emperor had said plainly to the ‘mutineers’, ‘I am a fakir and possess 

no treasure.” Vide (i) supra; (ii) Zaheer Dehlawi—D. G., p. 50. 

Metcalfe—T.N.N., p. 207. 

Writing on 2nd September, 1857 a British spy says. “The writer went to the Palace hearing that 

the Officers had all gone there to demand an issue of pay. A crowd of 500 men of all ranks 

was collected round the Diwan-i Khass. Mirza Mughul, Mirza Abu Bakr and Mirza Khair 

Sultan Shahzadas were surrounded by the crowd. The soldiers shouted out that Ahsnullah 

Khan Hakeem alone prevented their receiving their pay. They clamoured for his death and for 

Marfat.com 



This was decidedly a pathetic and heart-rending scene in the drama ot the 
war, staged in the course of a few days following the disaster ot Najatgarh, but it 
was not the last’. The Emperor pulled himself together and Providence enabled 
him to endure the worst afflictions that have ever befallen a crowned head. He 
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{ continued to perform his usual duties. The King, says a British spy, ‘exercises the Cc 

| affairs of the Country and Revenue which he will administer himself. In 
| addition, he adopted new measures to collect money to be able to pay the 
' 

| 

the imprisonment of the Shahzadas and avowed their intention of dividing the City into 
allotments and extorting their pay by force. They were most fierce and insolent in ther 
demands. Mirza Mughul, in fear of his life. sent for Mirza Hahi Bakhsh who succeeded in 
appeasing them and took them before the King. The King declared he had no pay to give 
them. The troops rejoined that in that case they would plunder both the Palace and the City 
and massacre all the Court. Upon this the King rose and threw clown the cussoolee on Which 
he usually sits in the Durbar and gave orders that all the property of the Court. the horses 
elephants. caparisons and even the ornaments of his Begums should be immediately made 
over to them: and then turning his face towards Mecca he burst into tears exclaiming that he 
was Well punished for his sins . Hearing these passionate cries, the whole Court and the 
Begums were moved to tears, and even the soldiery were ashamed of their violence excusing 
themselves on the ground of the extreme distress and hunger to which they were reduced 
Mirza Mughul brought out 40,000 rupees and begged them to take that sum as an instalment 
The influential men of the city hearing of this scene repaired to the Palace and agreed among 
themselves to raise 1,50,000 rupees: and should more be required the Begums were to furnish 
the excess until the English should arrive. The King and the citizens have no escape from the 
clutches of the tyrants . There was a grand consultation which lasted tll midnight at the 
house of Mufti Sadru’ddin, and a deputation has gone this morning to wait on the King 

On 3rd September Munshi Agha Jan and Waris Ali agreed to pay 10,000 rupees each 
They yielded only when the soldiers beating their swords, threatened to pour holes in their 
bodies. Munshi Agha Jan stood out bravely calling upon them so as to kill him. but his 
relations could not bear the sight of seeing him tortured The ambassadors trom Lucknow 
and Bareilly are much surprised and terrified at the state of affairs in Delhi. They now know 
the prospects of the King’s cause; and perhaps will not be so anxious to obtain grants from the 

' King’. 
j (Delhi News, 2nd September 
| Turab Ali, the British spy. being 

the reporter) aie Writing on 3rd, 4th and 7th September the British spies reported similar scenes and said, “The 
Army now think of nothing but of their pay and how to get food. ... Bakht Khan’s troops say 
if they do not get pay in a day or two they will bolt. On 6th September “the Gwalior sowars 

if and Bareilly officers went to the Durbar and asked for Pay with a great deal of insolence. The i King replied, “I have been wearing mourning ever since you came here and have always ready i to expire; you would better kill me’ 
' (Delhi News—6th September, 1857 

from the pen of Turab All, the British Spy) 
Writing on 4th September Jiwan Lal says, ‘Certain officers of the Nasirabad camp gave 

His Majesty a great deal of annoyance last night regarding their pay. In consequence of this the King ordered all the silver goods to be made over to them, saying ‘Sell them, and divide 
the proceeds among yourselves for pay’. The officers were still dissatisfied. (Metcalfe— T.N.N., p. 219). 
Dethi News, 2nd September, 1857. 
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promised balance to the Army”; he also encouraged frequent sittings of the 

Military Court?” and referred to it certain problems, and concerted measures with 4} 

Bakht Khan to meet the British assault”’. Writing on 4th, Sth and 7th September q 

1857, Jiwan Lal says. ‘The King held a council to-day’”’ in which the position of i 

affairs was considered. General Bakht Khan reported that the English siege train i 

had arrived and they were erecting breaching batteries opposite the Kashmiri 

Gate. The King inquired, ‘What arrangements are you making for meeting the 

English fire? If you cannot oppose them you had better open the gates of the city 

at once’. The General said, ‘I am removing the Magazine outside the city, and | 

propose to meet the English fire with forty guns for which | am constructing 

batteries’. The General further said that he had arranged to employ 2,000 cavalry 

to cut off all commissariat supplies from the English camp. The King inquired 

what stock of gunpowder there was; and an urgent letter was sent off to the 

Nawab of Farrukhabad to send without delay 2,000 maunds of sulphur. Then 

orders were sent to the police to appoint a ‘Punch’ every day to fix the prices of 

food. The police had also caused the attendance of every jeweller. They were 

informed that the citizens must raise eight lakhs of rupees immediately for the 

pay of troops. After giving these orders the King directed Mirza Mughul to 

exercise due diligence in the realization of,the money and notify the Royal orders 

by beat of drum throughout the city. In consequence of this step being taken the 

Military Council decided to attack the English next day, and it was proclaimed | 

that every citizen, Hindu or Mahomedan, who assisted in the attack, should share: 

20 “His Majesty” says Jiwan Lal, “sent a written order to General Bakht Khan to pay the troops to § 

the amount of 26,000 rupees.” (Metcalfe—T. N. N., p 221). It should be recalled that on his 

arrival in Dehli (vide Supra) Bakht Khan had promised to relieve the Emperor of all anxieties 

for the payment of the Army since he had brought from Bareilly a sum of 400,000 rupees. But 

General Bakht Khan now disappointed the Emperor. 

Then at the instance of the Emperor ‘Mir Said Ali Khan, Hakim Abdul Haq, Mirza Ilahi 

Bakhsh and Salig Ram the Treasurer met and consulted on the ways and means of paying the 

Army.’ (/dem. p. 222) 

On September 7 Mir Said Ali Khan. Diwan Mukand Lal. Badru’ddin Khan, Hakim Abdul 

Hag with his sons, and Nawab Quli Khan were all arrested and put in the Palace Guard-roo! 

by order of the Military Court tll money was forthcoming. They pleaded that they we 

making arrangements to raise the money. On September 8, the Emperor summoned the 

Military Court and made them release the honourable prisoners. They agreed to ‘raise mone: 

by a self-imposed tax throughout the city for the pay of the Army”. (Metcalfe—T. N. N.,.P 

225) On the same day the Emperor ordered the Police ‘to collect three months’ rent fro 

every shop and dwelling-house for the pay of the Sepoys. Then he ordered the arrest of the 

Princes who had misappropriated the money collected for the pay of the sepoys’ (/dem, P 

226) 
: 

On September 9 when the Sepoys had resumed fighting the Emperor sent them 60 

maunds of sweetmeats and 24 rupees. (/dem, p. 227). On September 12. he sent 5,000 rupees 

to the gunpowder factory for the manufacture of gunpowder. (/dem, p. 228). Then 200 men 

were enlisted to collect the revenue from Loharu. 

Metcalfe—T. N. N.. pp. 214. 225. 226. 

2 Idem.. p. 222 
Le. September 5, 1857. 
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n the plunder and whoever made prisoners of the Gurkhas. Sikhs”! 
inglish would be handsomely rewarded’. Prey tously Jiwan Lal says. “Autograph 
tters Were despatched to the Rajas of Jaipur, Jodhpur, Bikaner and Alwar that 

de King was in want of troops and was desirous of annihilating the English 

or the 

but 
gasmuch as he had no reliable person to organize and administer the 
portant affairs of the empire at this juncture, he wished to form a ¢ ontederacs 
States; and if the States he now addressed with these letters would combine for 
‘e purpose, he would willingly resign the imperial power into their hands 
i By Sth September the British siege train and ammunition convey had 
tived safely at the Ridge, as was reported by Bakht Khan who complained 

“For days I have been saying that a force must be sent out to Intercept the 
siege train at Panipat’ but no attention was paid. The siege train has 
arrived, and now we are ina plight and the population are in a state of 
great alarm’? 
The Emperor made no reply. Perhaps he recalled how Bakht Khan 

nself had brought about the destruction of the Nimuch troops through self- 
session. He also recalled that Bakht Khan had been untrue to his word. On his 
ival in Dehli on 2nd July he had declared that he had brought treasure to the 
ent of four lakhs and that he would not trouble the Emperor for any 
istance”’’. But he had since then held tight the strings of his purse and had in a 
y encouraged the insolent demands of the Army officers for pay. And himself 
. he pressed the Emperor for paying the Bareilly troops”. Says Jiwan Lal, 
‘neral Bakht Khan made a complaint that whereas. the King’s servants and 
2r troops had received wages, the Bareilly force. on which the brunt of the 
iting fell, had received nothing: that all his men were in 
‘ontented. The King replied | have already caused one lakh of rupees to be 
tributed: the treasury is empty. How many lakhs of rupees have passed 
‘ugh your hands? Why have you not paid your men with some of. the sney?’.’ Bakht Khan on whom the Emperor had counted so much from the 

winning and whom he had called farzand,’' now stood exposed. He could 
“je no reply. The Emperor was wroth but he kept his head cool 

Very 

consequence 

and continued 

hile the majority of the Sikhs were with the British. a small number were certainly with the “Emperor. In his letter to G. C. Barnes. Commissioner and Superintendent. Cis-Sutle; St mbala, Rajab Ali. Meer Munshi to the British Commander-in-Chief. says. “I have the honour © inform you that yesterday I sent a man to Delhi in order to persuade all the Sikhs in the ebel army there to come over to the English Camp.” (Delhi News, File 133. September 6, 857). Also see Metcalfe—T N. N.. p. 208 
etcalle—T.N.N.. pp. 219-220. 
he Princes had expressed their readiness to g0 to P, 
nd footnote supra 
elhi News, 6th September. 1857 
etcalfe— T.N.N. p. 135, 

ates, 

anipat for this very purpose. Vide p. 261 

fide p. 231 supra. 
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to urge his troops to fight the English to the last. Says a British spy, ‘The king § 

inspected and approved seven rocket guns and ordered them to be placed in 

position to commence firing rockets’*’’. ‘To-day the force inside the city was | 

paraded outside, and each Regiment was accoutred for fighting and they were ji 

told that this was not the time for fighting but they must die at their posts”, 

Further the Emperor ordered conscription; and it was proclaimed in the streets of 3 

the City of Dehli that ‘every adult whether Hindu or Musalman in the King’s § 

service or out of his service, a resident of the city or visitor, should go out and } 

attack the English. All plunder after the victory except arms and ammunition is to | 

belong to the captors. Let everyone strive his best, as his eternal and temporal} 

interests depend upon his exertions. Whosoever wilfully neglects his duty will be 

considered an enemy of the Government’. Afterwards a parade was held, and a} 

slip of paper containing the Proclamation was put into the hands of every soldier, 

The matter is kept as secret as possible. And a munshi of the Kotwali is now} 

going the rounds of the city accompanied by the crier explaining the order to all} 

concerned’, This proclamation was announced by beat of drum under the joint} 

orders of the Emperor and Mirza Mughul®”’. And again it was proclaimed that} 

‘every man should fight as they were of one body and one life. Every Hindu and| 

Musalman has been sworn by oaths, the most binding upon his religion, to go 

forth and attack the English’*’*. Giving a short report of the action that followed, 

a British spy said, ‘Yesterday the fighting was severe. The Bareilly and’ 

Naseerabad Brigades, and in fact all the troops inside the city were engaged. The 

6Ist N.1. and 20th L.N. lost between 30 killed and wounded. Every regiment lost 

some. The 8th Irregulars dismounted and fought on foot at the Batteries. The 

too lost 200 killed and wounded. The reports to-day in Durbar stated the entire} 

loss at 500 killed. This number does not include the wounded. The Hindus, and 

Musalmans have interchanged oaths binding themselves not to desert. 

Nevertheless, 25 sowars made their escape to-day” 

The scene which is now unfolding itself before the reader's eyes is the 

last and longest of the many tragic scenes in the drama of the war in Dehli. I 

begins with the rain of bullets in the Royal Palace and the streets of the city, the 

breaching and cracking of its ramparts, the bombardment of its gates, th 

battering of its bastions, the transformation of its different parts into a vast armed 

camp packed with sepoys, the ceaseless thundering of guns day and night, the 

heaping of dead bodies in the streets, the desertions of individual sepoys ane 

groups from the body of the Army, the spread of confusion and consternation if 

all circles—and closes with the exhaustion of guns in the Fort and the gunpowde 

in the magazine, the enemies’ advance into the city, their capture of the Qudsi 

Dehli News, 6th September. 1857. 
303 

Ibid. 

Delhi News, File 139: September 9, 1857. 
305 
“Ibid. 
10° Ibid 

Dethi News, File 140; September 9, 1857 
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Bagh, Kashmiri Gate, Kishanganj, Lahori Gate and finally of the Jami’ Masjid 
and the Fort. Writing on 9th September a British spy says, ‘The guns. still 
maintain a fire from the Cutchery Bastion. Since yesterday all passage by the 
Kashmiri Gate has been closed. The round shot and shell from the British 
Batteries fall there like rain. Several travellers and some sepoys of the 9th Native 
Infantry were wounded at Col. Skinner's House. The Bastion at the Kashmiri 
Gate has been much shaken and the wall of the city is breached in several places 
The Shah**’ Bastion between the Mori and Kabul Gates is also much battered and 
the guns on it are completely silenced.” All last night the troops remained under 
arms at the Kashmiri Gate. They muster very strong from the Kashmiri Gate, [all 
Diggi and Darya Ganj to the Delhi Gate. The Chandni Chowk up to the Ajmeri 

/ Gate is much less frequented. The rebels for the most part are quartered in the 
shops and houses along: the street leading from the Kashmiri Gate to Dehli Gate 
Inside the city there are no preparations for resistance but cight guns were 
yesterday mounted on the Palace walls by the garrison of Salimgarh. In 
yesterday's conflict the Neemuch cavalry suffered severely. Muhammad Shafi, 
second in command of the Bareilly Brigade. was wounded. The casualties 
amongst the cavalry were considerable*'’. The Kotwal of the City went round at 
night and ordered the inhabitants of every street to be armed and ready: directly 
the English made their appearance they were to slay them. The soldiery made the 
King come out of his privacy and abused him in terms not to be described. The 
King wept bitterly and exclaimed, ‘For God's sake, take my life’! He 
surrendered all the money and was frantic with grief. All the brigades of the City 
are standing. The rebels are constructing an inner battery behind the Shah 
Bastion and another close to the Budergah*'? Gate and the compound of 
Baboo’s’'’ house which will contain two guns. The 9th N. I. went up to the King 
and declared their unwillingness to fight any more saying, ‘Fate has been 
‘ulfilled. Now we will issue from the Kashmiri Gate and yield up our lives. Send 
4p such support as you may deem proper. Great cohsternation prevails: there are 
no guns left in the Fort. The guns are made to do double duty, sometimes in the 
Fort and sometimes at the Kashmiri Gate. The barracks are repaired as quickly as 
dossible, and every man who shows his face, whether merchant or shopkeeper, is 
eized and made to work... °"" 

On 10th September the British spy in the city found the guards stronger 
an usual and every preparation made for resisting an assault. One heavy gun 

* ‘Shah’ is incorrect. The name of this bastion was Siah Burj ie. Black Bastion, Vide Zaheer 
Dehlawi—D.G.. p. 109, 
Delhi News, File No. 140, September 9, 1857. 
Delhi News, File No. 140, September 9, 1857. 
Idem, File No. 141, September 9 and 10, 1857. 
The correct name given by Zaheer Dehlawi (D. G. p. 109) is Badrrau Gate or Badr Gale. 
This is the corrupt form of ‘Wood, house’ ie. Lakrion ki tal mentioned by Zaheer Dehlawi (1) 
D.G. p. 109). 
Delhi News, September 9, 1857. 
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was mounted at each gate. At the Diwan-i Amm there were four guns and six 

ammunition tumbrels. “The citadel of Salimpur is well fortified and guns are 

mounted on all sides. There is a strong muster of troops from the Kashmiri Gate 

to the Lahori Gate; and in the main streets every house is filled from top to 

bottom with sepoys. The cavalry are encamped about the Bank*!’, the Lal 

Diggi'!”’ and flour mills*!’. There is also a large party of them in the Masjid near 

the Dehli Gate. Others are scattered here and there over the City. In every gate 

there is a gun, and inside the Kashmiri Gate there are four guns‘'* in position. 

The mujahideen are collected in a body, ready for action”’"”..... 

On I Ith and 12th September the British spy reported saying, ‘The Rebels 

on the whole are pleased with the ardour now displayed and declare that if they 

fought from the outset with the same spirit the affair should not have been so 

protracted. All traces of the English would have been swept from the page o 

history. At night strong guards are posted at the bridge of boats and upon th 

battlements about the Kashmiri Gate. . . . Between the Kabul and Kashmiri Gate 

they are constructing a large Battery. More guns have been mounted on the wall 

and at the city gates. The cavalry shows better heart just now than the Infantry 

The sowars of the 9th and 13th Irregulars and the 4th Regiment Cavalry ar 

always forward. They vow their intention of meeting the assault at the gate. Th 

infantry who try to escape are brought back by the sowars. Yesterday Abbi 

Mirza came in from Lakhnao. He brought some jewels and gold mohurs. T| 

King has established a mint at Katra Mashroo. A new rupee from this mint w 

brought for inspection to-day. The silver of the King’s howdah and sticks of th 

office and utensils are sent to the mint to be turned into rupees for the use of th 

Army. A man came to Mirza Mughul and offered for a reward of 9.000 rupees t 

inveigle the British force into an ambuscade where they might be easily kille 

Aminu’ddin and Ziyau’ddin, sons of Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh, are prevented b 

order of the King from leaving Dehli. The city people hear that Musalmans ar 

killed without mercy by the British but Hindus are spared.”*”° 

Meanwhile the British were making strong and active preparations fi 

the final assault on Dehli. On 6th September they received fresh reinforcemen 

from Mirath; on the 7th came the Jind contingent’! and good many of 

‘'S Eor Bank and Lall Diggi see the map facing p. 274. The “flour mills’ were destroyed in 

course of the war and cannot be traced. 

The ‘flour mills’ were destroyed in the course of the war and cannot be traced. 

The “flour mills’ were destroyed in the course of the war and cannot be traced. 

‘8 For the guns at the gates of the city see the aforesaid map which has been prepared largely 

the basis of the sketch given by Raja Mahr Singh of Ballabgarh. (Vide Muir, W.—R.L.D.,¥ 

I. p. 535) 
319 Dethi News. September 10. 1857. 
2 Delhi News—File 141, September 11 and 12, 1857; Turab Ali, Kalloo and Mohan Hark 

British spies. reporting. 

°! -His Highness the Raja having made a particular request that they should be employed wh! 

the attack on the city took place’, says Keith (Delhi-1857, p. 265). 
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Muzbee™” Sikhs also joined the British standard. The same day a new battery 
called Brind’s Battery was erected under the command of Kaye and opened such 
a severe fire on the Mori Gate Bastion that the Bastion was completely 
demolished. In the afternoon of 8th September the British captured the | udlov 
Castle and Qudsia Bagh; and both these places were immediately utilised as sites 
for the erection of batteries whence firing began and continued day and nieht 
Unable to withstand the British shells, the Badshahi Army brought forward thea 
own guns and enfiladed the British batteries, and they opened fire at the Brit 
Camp from the City walls. By the night of 13th September the British made tv 
breaches near the Kashmiri Gate Bastion. “Before the 4th of September’. sity 
Muinu’ddin Hasan, ‘the bastions upon which the English concentrated their tire 
had become dust’. In the morning of Monday, I4th September. tive Britis 
columns stormed the city, closing upon it from different directions. The first 
column commanded by Nicholson marched down the Qudsia Bagh to storm the 
breach near the Kashmiri Gate Bastion. The second column commanded by Co 
Jones proceeded to storm the breach of the Water Bastion. The third column 
commanded by Col. Campbell assaulted the Kashmiri Gate after blowing it up 
The fourth column under Major Reid advanced from Sabvi-Mandi. towards 
Kishan Ganj and Paharipur, and made a thrust at the Kabul Gate. The fifth or 
reserve column under Brigadier Lony field awaited the result of the attacks and 
bided time to take possession of the posts assigned to it immediately as the other 
columns entered the city. The Kashmiri Gate was relentlessly blown up with 
dynamite by Lieutenant Salkeld who was soon crushed to death by the patriots of 
Dehli. But the Gate lay in ruins, and the storming party of the British Army 
soldiers burst in. They took possession of the large buildings in the 
neighbourhood; and then rushed along the rampart to the Mori Gate Bastion and 
the Kabul Gale in the face of a very obstinate resistance. This was small comfort 
to the British assailants, for although they had seized a large belt stretching from 
the Water Bastion to the Kabul Gate including the Church and the College. the 
Badshahi troops had smashed 4th British column which comprised the Gurkhas 
and had been striving under Reid’s command to enter the city by the Lahori Gate 
and seize the Kishan Ganj zone. And the Badshahi troops continued to hold 
possession of the principal parts of the city including the Lahori Gate Bastion and 
other bastions as well as the Fort.’ ‘The mutineers’, says Muinu’ddin Hasan. 
“defended Jami‘ Masjid and checked the English advance. The English fell back 
on the Cashmere Gate. A further stand was made by the mutineers at Pulbin 

“Muzbee’ is derived from the Arabic word mazhab. Forrest (H.I.M.. vol. | p. 126) gives it as 
“the name of a class of Sikhs originally of low caste’. 
Metcalfe—T. N.N.. p. 69. 
(i) Charles Ball—H.1.M., L.. p. 499. 
(ii) Forres\—-H.I.M., pp. 131-135. 
(iii) Rotton—N.S.D.. pp. 261-264. 
(iv) Sidgwick—T.M., pp. 71-75. 
(v) Illustrated London News, November 21. 1857, p. 514. 
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Bund™> and at the Calcutta Gate. The fighting continued for five days through 

the city’”’. But on Monday, the first day of their assault, the British gained little 

ground. In the words of Forrest, ‘When the day closed only a portion of the walls 

of Dehli were in our possession. . . . The little ground we had gained had been 

won at a heavy cost. Eleven hundred and four men and sixty-five officers or 

about two men in nine were killed or wounded’ .?” 

Now the British erected their guns and mortars at the places they had 

gained, and fired ceaselessly at the Palace, the Jami‘ Masjid and the streets and 

houses in the city. Early in the morning of 16th September they stormed and 

captured the Magazine as well as Kishan Ganj. In the course of the next two days 

(17th and 18th September) they advanced slowly, encountering vehement 

opposition at every step. On 19th September a party of British troops having 

rushed from the Kabul Gate attacked the Burn Bastion which fell into their hands 

the same day. ‘In the evening’, says Muinu’ddin Hasan, ‘General Bakht Khan, 

collecting a force, went to the King and begged him to fly to Lucknow with him. 

He also offered to collect the scattered rebel forces outside the city and again 

fight the English. But the old king refused his help. Bakht Khan then marched for 

Lakhnao with all the forces he could collect’. 

In the morning of Sunday, 20th September, the British took possession of 

the Lahori Gate and the neighbouring Bastion. Then they captured the Jami‘ 

Masjid. “The Jumma*”’ Musjid’, says Rotton, ‘which resisted an assault on the 

memorable 14th of September, and from which we had to retire, now fell an easy 

prey before our victorious arms’. This done, they seized the Fort, blowing up 

the gate. Col. Jones wrote to General Wilson announcing the capture of the 

‘This is a typical example of the corrupted forms of proper names frequently found in 

Metcalfe’s edition of Jiwan Lal’s diary. | am of opinion that ‘Pulbin Bund’ stands for ‘Bund 

(Band) Gali’ commonly known as ‘Gali Sarband’ which was a small street near Begam Bagh 

and Chandni Chowk. (ide Map of the War in Dehli p. 374). The fight that took place in the 

Begam Bagh and Chandni Chowk area is described by Zaheer Dehlawi (D.G., pp. 109-123); 

and the traces of the stand made by the inhabitants in the small street near Chandni Chowk 

that were seen even after the fall of Dehli are noticed by Charles Ball (H.1.M., vol. Il, p. 167). 

6 Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 70. ‘ 
27 Forrest—H.1.M., vol. I, pp. 146-147. 

On 14th September there was a very stiff hand-to-hand fight in the streets between the 

British troops and the inhabitants of Dehli. Zaheer Dehlawi (p. 113), the eye-witness says, 

‘Thousands of people collected, each wielding a stick or broken lathi or sword and with the 

help of a gun which they had managed to carry from the Lahori Gate to the Kotwali, they 

made an attack on the British troops and drove them back’. So many were killed that Zaheer 

Dehlawi saw heaps of dead bodies along the road from the Jami Masjid to the Kotwali. This 

is confirmed by Muinu’ddin Hasan who says, “At the Kotwali a gun had been planted and 

fired by some sowars and bad characters. This fire fell in the midst of the English advancing 

column, killing and wounding upwards of fifty of them’. Metcalfe—T. N. N., p. 70. 

Metcalfe—T. N. N.. p. 70. 

‘Jumma Musjid” also misspelt by Metcalfe (vide T. N. N., pp. 23, 98) is incorrect. It should be 

Jami> Masjid 

Rotton—N.S.D., p. 315. 

326 
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Palace in these words, ‘Blown open the gate and got possession of the Palace’ |"! 
The Fort including the Palace, according to Rotton, “was well-nivh deserted: few 
men found within were indiscriminately slain’. ’ 

When Bakht Khan left Dehli in the evening of 19th September no trace 
of the Badshahi Army had remained. All had fled; and Zaheer Dehlawi vives an 
eye-witness account of the flight of the Purbiyas from the city?’ The nizht of 
19th September Emperor Bahadur Shah spent practically alone in the Fort 
Before daybreak he left and fled to the Dargah of Nizamu’ddin: so did. the 
Princes but they went straight to Humayun’s Tomb.‘ At the sacred tomb ot 
Hazrat Nizamu’ddin Auliya Bahadur Shah burst into tears and spoke his mind to 
Shah Ghulam Hasan, custodian of the Dargah.’ Then he entrusted to his care 
the Sacred Hairs in a Box’ which he had carried from the Fort \fterwards he 
too proceeded to Humayun’s Tomb where he was taken prisoner the same day.*"” 
In his diary Keith reports this event saying, ‘The King brought in by Hodson. See 
the old scoundrel’.*** Writing about the same day, Muir says, “The King, the 
Begum Zinat Mahal are close prisoners: and to-day‘” the Princes Mirza Mughul, 
Abu Bakr and Khair Sultan were brought in by Hodson from Humayun’s Tomb, 
and shot at the Dehli Gate. The bodies are now lying at the Kotwali’."” 
According to Zaheer Dehlawi thirty Princes—sons, sons-in-law and grandsons 
of Emperor Bahadur Shah were arrested. Then they were taken outside the Dehli 
Gate and beheaded; their severed heads were sent to the Emperor.” 

(in: Mahdi Husain: Bahadur Shah I... Delhi 1958) 

# 2 2 od ® 

331 Idem, p. 316. 
2 Ibid. 

Zaheer Dehlawi—D.G., p. 112. Also see Charles Ball who, in the same context says, “But Pandy don’t stand so firmly as people expected’. 
This is my conclusion based on a study of all the available evidence. Zaheer Dehlawi appears confounded on this point. At one place (p. 116) while mentioning the Emperor's flight to Humayun’s Tomb he gives us to understand that the Princes also went there. Subsequently (p. 124) he says that the Princes were arrested at the Dargah of Nizamu'ddin. But a local enquiry that I recently made shows that while Emperor Bahadur Shah's arrival at the Dargah straight from the Fort is strongly believed and in fact Proved (vide Photo in the Preface), their no evidence of the Princes’ arrival, or of their arrest, in the precincts of the Dargah. The Princes’ flight direct from the Fort to Humayun’s Tomb is attested by Muinu’ddin Hasan. (Metcalfe— | T.N.N, p. 70). 
Vide Preface. 
Vide Photo in the Preface, p. xv. 
“On 21st September’ says Rotton (p. 318) ‘Hodson went out accompanied by a native who knew the Royal family and took the person of His Imperial Majesty Shah Bahadur Shah and brought him in, a prisoner to Palace’. 
Keith—Delhi- 1857, p. 301. 
Le. 21st September. 
Muir, W. — ‘State Papers’, vol. I, p. 369 quoted by Forrest—H. I. M., vol. I, p. 148. Zaheer Dehlawi—D. G., p. 315. 
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